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1.

Introduction

1.1

Rationale/Objective

October 2011

This report has been prepared in support of the Mid-Centretown Community Design Plan
(CDP) currently being undertaken by the City of Ottawa. The objective of this report is to
assist in developing a transportation vision and policy objectives for the Mid-Centretown
Community Design Plan (CDP) by providing the following information:






A summary of the transportation context within the framework of the City of
Ottawa’s Official Plan and other strategic planning documents;
A qualitative overview of existing land use and transportation conditions within the
study area;
An overview of current and emerging transportation trends;
An overview of transportation issues within the study area to be addressed by the
CDP, and;
An outline of future directions and next steps to be undertaken in further developing
a transportation vision and framework as part of the CDP study.

A CDP is an urban design and land use planning tool that guides physical development of
private and public lands, and undertakings of public works.
The CDP will develop a vision for the physical environment of the Mid-Centretown
community. The CDP creates a planning and design framework for that vision and the
strategy to implement it. Relevant strategic directions regarding development according to
the City of Ottawa’s Official Plan (OP) include:






Direct growth to the existing urban area
Achieve compact mixed-use communities
Provide a transportation system that emphasizes transit, walking and cycling
Achieve a balance between intensification and compatibility through good design
Preserve environmental integrity

The CDP must reflect the broader goals of the City’s OP, while balancing local conditions. A
transportation analysis is critical to evaluating the proposed vision of the CDP in order to
assess the broad implications which future development in the study area may have on the
existing transportation network (roads, transit and pedestrian/cycling facilities). It is also
necessary to identify potential strategies to accommodate future travel demand, as well as
any potential mitigation measures needed to address issues of community concern.
1.2
Study Area
The Mid-Centretown community is located to the south of Ottawa’s Central Business District.
The CDP study area extends from Kent Street in the west to Elgin Street in the east, and
from Highway 417 (The Queensway) in the south to Gloucester Street in the north. Within
this study area, a dense grid of arterial, collector and local city streets provides for the
movement of people and goods. This street network is the backbone of all transportation
networks (pedestrian, cycling, transit, private automobile and goods movement) within the
study area.
The CDP study area is identified in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Mid-Centretown CDP Study Area
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1.3
Mobility Context
Due to its location and mixture of land uses and density, the Mid-Centretown community
enjoys excellent access to major employment, shopping, institutional and recreational
destinations. These factors encourage strong use of walking and cycling for short trips
within the CDP area and to adjacent neighbourhoods. The community also enjoys access to
major transportation facilities, such as proximity to Highway 417 (The Queensway), the
Transitway, major arterial roads, local transit and City/NCC multi-use pathways. These
links provide for mobility to and from other major destinations within the City of Ottawa and
beyond. Existing travel patterns display a high degree of walking, cycling and transit use
(over 30% of trips to/from the area are made by non-auto travel modes during the weekday
morning and afternoon peak periods).
Land use within the study area is highly urban in nature, with a strong mixture of retail,
office, residential and community uses throughout. Retail uses tend to be focused on the
traditional mainstreets in the study area (Bank and Elgin) with lesser activity found along
portions of Somerset and Gladstone. Most retail buildings on the mainstreets contain
residential apartments or office uses on upper stories. The major north-south streets and
east-west local streets are typically more residential in nature, with a mixture of small and
large-scale apartment blocks mixed in with house-form buildings. Many houses have been
converted to office or restaurant uses. Surface parking lots are scattered throughout the
study area, primarily providing long-term parking in support of office uses both within the
study area and in the Central Business District adjacent to the north. These surface parking
lots are potential sites for significant redevelopment.
A major traffic issue within the community is caused by the location of the community
between the Central Business District and the Queensway-Highway 417 (which is the major
east-west transportation corridor for private automobiles and goods movement in the City
of Ottawa). This proximity creates significant vehicular travel demand during the weekday
peak periods on the north-south arterial roadways (Kent, O’Connor, Metcalfe) running
through the study area which have direct access to the Queensway. The solution to this
issue has been the implementation of a one-way network of streets throughout the study
area which, while accommodating auto demand and limiting traffic infiltration along
residential streets, has created circulation limitations for some transportation modes (e.g.
transit, cycling), and generally contributes to a negative urban environment along these
streets with respect to the volume and speed of traffic, use of road space, landscaping and
viability of commercial retail along the one-way arterial roadways. It is noteworthy that
while not as much of an issue as the north-south arterial roadways, the majority of eastwest local streets within the study area are also one-way. The one-way system of local
streets (combined with turn prohibitions) serves to reduce traffic infiltration but affects
access to individual properties, particularly for cyclists.
Existing Travel Patterns
An extensive regional Origin-Destination (O-D) Survey was conducted in 2005 by the
agencies responsible for overseeing transportation planning in the National Capital Region.
This survey was undertaken to gather data used to understand existing travel patterns and
behaviours, and forecast future travel demands. For the purposes of the survey, the
National Capital Region is broken down into 26 Planning Districts. The subject study area is
contained within the Ottawa Inner Area Planning District, which is a 16.4 km2 area
consisting of approximately 88,400 persons and 44,200 households. The key travel findings
for the area are as follows:



463,500 person-trips originate within or are destined to the Planning District in a
typical day;
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22% (102,000 trips) of all daily person-trips stay within the Planning District;
During the weekday morning peak period 88% of trips destined to the Planning
District originate from the Ontario side of the Ottawa River, with 12% coming from
Quebec. 24% of trips are self-contained trips within the Planning District.
During the weekday morning peak period, for trips destined to the Planning District
from other areas of the City of Ottawa, the major originating districts are: Alta Vista
(9%); Orléans (8%); Merivale (7%), and; Ottawa East (6%).

The O-D Survey also provides an indication of existing modal shares for travel to, from and
within the Planning District. The key findings for the area are as follows:





Based on daily (24 hour) travel, modal shares for person-trips contained within the
Planning District are: 24% auto driver; 7% auto passenger; 10% public transit; 4%
bicycle; 53% walk, and; 2% other;
Based on daily (24 hour) travel, modal shares for trips to and from the Planning
District are: 48% auto driver; 11% auto passenger; 26% public transit; 2% bicycle;
11% walk, and; 2% other;
During the weekday morning and afternoon peak periods, transit modal shares for
trips to and from the District range between 24% and 37%

These findings reflect the highly urbanized nature of the study area, with its mix of
residential, employment and shopping uses. The extensive network of transit, cycling and
pedestrian links which connect the study area with the rest of the city allows residents of
the Mid-Centretown community to be less auto-dependent than those in other
neighbourhoods of the City of Ottawa.
General Urban Transportation Trends
The City of Ottawa’s Official Plan and Transportation Master Plan (TMP) reflect recent trends
towards the creation of more sustainable transportation networks which address current and
future needs. The TMP outlines a multi-billion dollar rapid transit expansion the centerpiece
of which is the conversion of a substantial part of the existing Bus Transitway to Light Rail
Transit (LRT) technology and the construction of a downtown LRT tunnel to improve the
speed and reliability of transit in the downtown area while eliminating existing bus
congestion issues in the Albert and Slater Street corridors. Building on the objectives of the
TMP, the Ottawa Cycling Plan and Pedestrian Plan articulate visions and establish future
networks for these specific modes.
Of relevance to the Mid-Centretown community, a recent trend towards consideration of the
conversion of one-way street networks back to two-way traffic operation has manifested
itself in order to address broader urban planning issues, to improve circulation for cyclists
and transit, and to improve the pedestrian environment.

2.

Transportation Issues

2.1

Pedestrian Mobility

The pedestrian network within the study area is comprised almost exclusively of sidewalks,
which are located on both sides of all streets within the study area. There are some offstreet pathways within parks which provide pedestrian short-cuts between blocks (e.g.
Minto Park). Bank Street and Elgin Street experience the highest levels of pedestrian
activity due to the strong retail presence along these streets. Wider sidewalks, particularly
on Elgin Street would improve pedestrian circulation by eliminating chokepoints which occur
where street furniture or transit stops are located.
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There are few barriers to pedestrian movement through the study area due to the regular
and small size of the blocks, however, linkages to areas to the south and east are affected
by the limited number of crossings under the Queensway to the south and the limited
number of crossings of the Rideau Canal to the east. It is noteworthy that the relatively
recent construction of the Corktown Footbridge, linking Somerset Street East and West
across the Rideau Canal has been a huge success for both pedestrian and bicycle travel,
whether it be commuter travelers, recreational travelers or tourists.
2.2

Cycling Mobility

The cycling network within the study area consists almost entirely of on-street facilities,
with some multi-use pathways located within neighbourhood parks. The tight grid of streets
provides for multiple route choices although the one-way network of streets has impacts on
ease of bicycle circulation. The only dedicated cycling facility in existence on the study area
road network is a short stretch of bicycle lane on O’Connor Street which provides a
dedicated cycling connection under the Queensway, in the southbound direction.
The Ottawa Cycling Plan identifies Bank, O’Connor, Metcalfe, Elgin, Somerset and Gladstone
as “Spine or City-wide Cycling Routes”, while Lisgar Street (east of Elgin Street) is identified
as “Community Cycling Route”. In terms of planned facilities, the Ottawa Cycling Plan
proposes installation of bicycle lanes on O’Connor and Metcalfe Streets, and the creation of
“shared use lanes” along Bank Street, Somerset Street, Gladstone Avenue, Elgin Street and
Lisgar Street. None of these facilities have been implemented to date. It is noteworthy that
the Ottawa Cycling Plan indicates that the cycling network proposed for the downtown core
area of Ottawa (within which much of the Mid-Centretown CDP study area lies) will be
subject to further review. A key consideration for cycling network improvements should be
linkages with the city-wide network of NCC and City multi-use pathways.
Other on-going cycling initiatives that may impact cycling activity within the study area
include a pilot project for an east-west segregated bicycling facility and a possible NCC bikeshare program.
East-West Segregated Bicycling Facility
The City has recently implemented a segregated east-west downtown bike lane pilot
project, which is generally deemed successful, but is being monitored for ongoing
improvements.
NCC Bike-share Program
This proposed initiative would see the creation of a network of automated bicycle rental
stations providing convenient access to bicycles for shorter trips. Similar systems have
been implemented in Montreal, Paris and London and have been successful in increasing
cycling mobility and mode share. A small-scale trial was undertaken within downtown
Ottawa and Gatineau in 2009. It is noteworthy that successful implementation of a bicycle
rental program is greatly assisted by provision of corresponding cycling network
infrastructure (e.g. cycling lanes and pathways).
The NCC bike-share program is currently on-hold pending re-issuance of a Request for
Proposals to private-sector partners. There is currently no timing associated with the
project.
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Transit Mobility

Public transit services within the study area are focused on Bank Street (Routes 1, 2, 4, 7),
Somerset Street (Routes 2, 153), Gladstone Avenue (Routes 14, 153), Catherine Street
(Routes 4, 101 and 102) and Elgin Street (Routes 5, 6, 14). All local transit routes passing
through the study area provide connections to the City’s downtown rapid transit network.
Transit stops within the study area typically consist of a signed stop or “flag”, with shelters
provided at busier stops or where space permits. Lack of sidewalk width constrains the
ability to provide for amenities at many locations, and creates conflicts between people
waiting for buses and other pedestrians.
Rapid transit service within the study area is provided by Routes 101 and 102, which are
cross-town services bypassing the downtown. Within the study area, these routes operate
in the westbound direction only, along Catherine Street. Eastbound buses operate along
Isabella Street, which is outside of the study area on the south side of The Queensway.
All bus routes within the study area operate in mixed traffic conditions and are subject to
delays during peak periods caused by traffic congestion, incidents and planned/unplanned
events. The City’s Transportation Master Plan identifies Bank Street, Somerset Street and
the Catherine/Isabella/Queensway corridor as “Transit Priority Corridors”. Transit priority
measures which could be considered include queue-jump lanes, transit signal priority, and
improved shelters and other amenities for transit users.
The northern edge of the study area is located approximately 180 m south of Slater Street
and 250 m south of Albert Street which are, respectively, the eastbound and westbound
rapid transit corridors through downtown.
Buses on these streets operate within a
dedicated bus lane, with stops located at Kent, Bank and Metcalfe Streets.
The future rapid transit network identified in the TMP proposes converting the existing BRT
system to Light Rail Transit (LRT) and construction of a transit tunnel under the downtown,
to be made operational by 2019. The nearest stations to the Mid-Centretown area would be
Downtown West and Downtown East, which would be approximately 350 m walking distance
from the northern edge of the study area along Bank and Kent Streets, respectively.
Additionally, Campus Station is approximately 500 m to the east of the study area, via the
Corktown Footbridge.
Ottawa’s inter-city bus terminal is located within the study area, on Catherine Street west of
Kent Street. The location of the facility provides for easy access to the central area of
downtown by walking, cycling or transit and its proximity to the Queensway allows for easy
access to the highway network for taxis and automobiles, as well as the inter-city buses
destined to or from Ottawa. A planning study was recently undertaken to look at the site’s
redevelopment options should the bus company decide to relocate elsewhere. If this
occurs, traffic currently associated with the bus terminal will be removed from the study
area road network, although development of a mixed-use development on the site, as
currently proposed, will generate new trip-making activity in the surrounding area. The
most recent indication is that the bus terminal will stay at is current location.
2.4

Vehicular Mobility

The road network within the study area consists of a dense grid of arterial, collector and
local roadways.
As previously mentioned, a system of one-way streets has been
implemented to accommodate traffic demand on north-south arterials roadways (Kent,
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O’Connor, Metcalfe) providing connections to and from the Queensway, and on east-west
local streets to reduce traffic infiltration.
The following is a brief description of the key roadway links within the study area:


















Kent Street: arterial; one-way northbound from Chamberlain to Wellington; direct
access from eastbound Queensway; access from westbound Queensway via
Catherine Street (at Metcalfe)
Bank Street: arterial; two-way northbound/southbound from south of Ottawa to
Wellington; access to eastbound Queensway via Isabella (beyond Metcalfe) and from
eastbound Queensway via Chamberlain (at Bronson); access to westbound
Queensway via Catherine (at Lyon) and from westbound Queensway via Catherine
Street (at Metcalfe)
O’Connor Street: arterial; one-way southbound from Wellington to Isabella (no
through traffic); access to westbound Queensway via direct ramp at Catherine;
access to eastbound Queensway via Isabella (beyond Metcalfe)
Metcalfe Street: arterial; one-way northbound from Monkland to Wellington
(discontinuous between Argyle and McLeod – Museum of Nature); direct access from
westbound Queensway; access from eastbound Queensway via Chamberlain (at
Bronson)
Elgin Street: arterial; two-way northbound/southbound from Queen Elizabeth
Driveway to Wellington; access to eastbound Queensway via Hawthorne/Lees and
from eastbound Queensway via Isabella/Metcalfe/Argyle; access to westbound
Queensway via Catherine (at O’Connor) and from westbound Queensway via
Metcalfe/Argyle
Catherine Street: arterial; one-way westbound from Queen Elizabeth Driveway to
Bronson; provides access to/from ramps serving westbound Queensway (Metcalfe
off-ramp, O’Connor on-ramp, Lyon on-ramp, etc.)
McLeod Street: local; one-way westbound from east of Elgin to Bronson
Gladstone Avenue: collector; two-way eastbound/westbound from east of Elgin to
Parkdale
Gilmour Street: local; one-way eastbound from Bronson to the Driveway
McLaren Street: local; one-way westbound from the Driveway to Bronson
Somerset Street West: arterial; two-way eastbound/westbound from Wellington
West to Queen Elizabeth Driveway
Cooper Street: local; one-way eastbound from Bronson to the Driveway
Lisgar Street: local; one-way westbound from east of Elgin to Bronson
Nepean Street: local; one-way eastbound from Bay to east of Elgin

It is noteworthy that all north-south streets within the study area are arterial roads. The
range of existing traffic volumes on the major north-south arterial roads during the
commuting peak hours, as well as the number of available travel lanes with on-street
parking restrictions applied, are summarized as follows:
Northbound (AM Peak)
 Kent Street
 Bank Street
 Metcalfe Street
 Elgin Street
Total

3-lanes
2-lanes
3-lanes
2-lanes
10-lanes

Southbound (PM Peak)
 Bank Street

2-lanes

1,400 to 1,600 veh/h
500 to 600 veh/h
800 to 1,100 veh/h
600 to 700 veh/h
3,300 to 4,000 veh/h
500 to 600 veh/h
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O’Connor Street
Elgin Street
Total

4-lanes
2-lanes
8-lanes

October 2011
1,300 to 2,600 veh/h
700 to 800 veh/h
2,500 to 4,000 veh/h

Note that there are two more northbound travel lanes (compared to southbound) through
the study area. However, Lyon Street, which is just west of the study area, provides
additional southbound travel lanes thus providing the appropriate balance.
The one-way north-south streets of Kent, O’Connor and Metcalfe are noted to carry
considerably more traffic than the two-way streets of Bank and Elgin. In the northbound
direction the two one-way streets provide 60% of the available travel lanes and carry
almost 70% of the maximum volume. In the southbound direction the single one-way
street provides 50% of the available travel lanes 65% of the maximum volume.
2.5

One-way Street Conversion Issues

Conceptually, compelling reasons exist for both one-way and two-way street operation. At
a high-level only (i.e., not specific to the Mid Centretown CDP), possible reasons for
converting to two-way street operation include:
 slower travel speeds;
 decreased circuitous travel as a result of eliminating indirect routes (i.e., driving
around the block);
 safer for pedestrian (in terms of slower speeds); and
 reduced volumes (although traffic has to go somewhere).
Possible reasons for maintain one-way street operation would include:
 increased roadway capacity (thereby decreasing congestion) resulting from better
opportunity to coordinate traffic signal timings, thereby improving traffic flow and
decreased time spent idling (and therefore lower GHG/pollution);
 better opportunity for on-street parking;
 fewer turn prohibitions (compared to heavily travelled two-way streets);
 safer for pedestrian (in terms of fewer potential conflicts at intersections);
 cost of conversion; and
 conversion may be somewhat dysfunctional at Queensway on/off ramps.
Additional study is required to assess the impacts of converting the existing series of oneway streets within the CDP study area to two-way operation. The recently initiated
Downtown Moves Study, being undertaken by the City of Ottawa will be addressing one-way
versus two-way operation in the downtown core with respect to potentially improved
pedestrian and bicycle travel in the core along with improved streetscaping. This study,
however, will not be assessing, in detail, the overall issue of one-way versus two-way
operation through Mid-Centretown. To do this will require a more comprehensive, focussed
study.
The larger issues associated with conversion discussed above, while the CDP will develop
local objectives for improvements such as streetscaping and infrastructure necessary to
support pedestrian, cycling, transit and automobile travel within the study area.
2.6

Parking

The demand for parking within the study area is considered quite high based on the urban
nature of the land use described previously. Parking supply is provided in the form of onstreet parking (mostly metered), surface lots, and private driveways. On the major northsouth arterials, peak period parking restrictions are present that result in additional travel
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lanes during the typical weekday commute times. Parking on the majority of the local side
streets is comprised of metered parking on one side only (with no parking on the other).
The CDP transportation strategy should discuss the role and function of on and off-street
parking within the context of meeting existing and future demand. For example, the
provision of on-street parking along the traditional main streets such as Bank and Elgin to
meet short-term parking needs of residents, visitors and merchants must be balanced with
desire for expanded pedestrian and cycling infrastructure.

3.

Transportation Strategy

3.1

Relevant Policy Documents

The transportation strategy for the CDP will be guided by existing policy documents, namely
the Transportation Master Plan, Ottawa Pedestrian Plan and Ottawa Cycling Plan. Other
documents which may influence the transportation strategy, particularly on design issues
include City of Ottawa Design Guidelines. Policy documents and case studies from other
jurisdictions will be reviewed to provide guidance on issues such as one-way street
conversion, travel lane reductions, pedestrian, cycling and transit network improvements
appropriate at the CDP level.
3.2

Compatibility with Other Studies

The City of Ottawa is now undertaking the “Downtown Moves Study” which will look at
addressing transportation issues within the downtown area not addressed by the recent
Transportation Master Plan. This includes issues such as the reallocation of road space in
the Albert and Slater Street corridors with implementation of the City’s new rapid transit
network (i.e. downtown LRT tunnel), and the downtown bicycle network. One issue which
will be looked at, for the downtown core study area, is the conversion of one-way streets
back to two-way operation, primarily to address planning and urban design issues.
In relation to the Mid-Centretown CDP, the conversion of the one-way arterial roadways
running through the study area has potential impacts well beyond the scope of the study
area.
3.3

Future Directions


Existing travel patterns to, from and within the Mid-Centretown community are
currently at or above the goals of Ottawa’s Official Plan with respect to modal share
for walking, cycling and transit and are reflective of the community’s location and
highly urbanized environment. The transportation strategy to be developed as part
of the CDP study should determine if new goals are warranted and what
infrastructure
would
be
required
to
reach
those
goals.



The transportation strategy should provide input into the Downtown Moves Study.



Future development within the study area will be under additional scrutiny to
minimize traffic impacts in the face of continued traffic growth caused by through
traffic destined to and from other areas of the City of Ottawa.



As neither the Mid-Centretown CDP or the Downtown Moves Study address the oneway to two-way conversion in a holistic, comprehensive manner, an all-inclusive
study of this topic will need to be initiated by the City.
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If large sites are developed, the potential for new pedestrian links through these
sites needs to be considered.
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Mid-Centretown Community Design Plan
Sustainable Transportation Strategies
1.

OVERVIEW

This document outlines suggested/possible strategies to support increased use of
sustainable transportation to accommodate growth within the Mid-Centretown CDP area.
Mid-Centretown is characterized by a dense mixture of land uses in a highly urbanized
environment. This environment serves to foster a high degree of pedestrian, cycling and
transit use, although much of the current transportation network is focused on supporting
the movement of automobiles between the Central Business District, located north of the
community and Highway 417 (the Queensway), located to the south.
It is generally accepted that traffic in the Mid-Centretown area will experience congestion,
particularly at peak times. The City accepts a higher degree of delay and congestion at
intersections (based on volume to capacity ratio measurements) within the downtown,
which includes the area covered by the Mid-Centretown CDP. Given the built-out nature of
the study area’s road network and the inability to accommodate increased automobile
traffic, the suggested strategies focus primarily on improvements to support non-automobile
travel. Some of the strategies suggested in this document require further analysis to
understand potential impacts on the broader transportation network serving downtown
Ottawa, particularly those strategies which propose either significant reductions or
reallocation of road space to other purposes. The recently initiated Downtown Moves Study
will be addressing similar issues in the Downtown area.
Changes to the area transportation network can occur, in part, through the development
application process or implementation of major infrastructure projects. Opportunities for
improvements to the pedestrian, cycling and transit networks in Mid-Centretown as outlined
in the City’s Pedestrian and Cycling Plans should be considered as part of these processes.
Local improvements to pedestrian, cycling and transit infrastructure should be identified for
incorporation into the City’s ongoing Capital Works Program.

2.

PEDESTRIANS

Ottawa’s Pedestrian Plan indicates that, for the area of the City of Ottawa which includes
Mid-Centretown, the pedestrian network is virtually complete, and that the focus should be
on improving the “quality” of the pedestrian environment within the study area and linkages
to the outside. In particular, the Plan places a priority on provision of pedestrian
connections to multi-use pathways along the Rideau Canal and on improvements to existing
pedestrian connections between neighbourhoods on the north and south sides of the
Queensway.
As part of the development of the Mid-Centretown CDP, Metcalfe, Elgin, O’Connor, Bay and
Somerset have been identified as “pedestrian priority” because they provide direct access to
existing and/or future rapid transit stations and linkages to major destinations and adjacent
neighbourhoods. The location of station entrances for the new underground stations to be
constructed as part of the Downtown Ottawa Transit Tunnel is still to be finalized.
Somerset provides a connection to the Corktown Footbridge over the Rideau Canal, while
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Metcalfe and Elgin provide connections to adjacent neighbourhoods south of the
Queensway. The priority, in terms of strategies to address pedestrian improvements,
should focus on improvements to the pedestrian environment along these streets.
Existing public rights-of-way within the Mid-Centretown area are quite narrow, and most
streets have a right-of-way of approximately 18.6 m. Within this space, the competing
needs of pedestrians, cyclists, transit, automobiles, goods movement and utilities must be
satisfied. There is a strong desire to re-allocate space currently used for automobile traffic
for improved pedestrian facilities. Through application of road diets or possible conversion
from one-way to two-way operation, priority should be given to providing additional
pedestrian space along those streets identified as “pedestrian priority”. Additionally, priority
should be given to improving pedestrian links to adjacent neighbourhoods and rapid transit
stations to reinforce the desirability of walking for trips in the Mid-Centretown area and
beyond.
A specific example of local improvement for consideration would be the provision of a
through pedestrian connection on the east side of Metcalfe Street under the Queensway and
through the Metcalfe/Catherine intersection, as well as improvements to existing sidewalks
and lighting in this area. This would provide easier access for Mid-Centretown residents to
an existing retail development located at the southeast corner of the Metcalfe/Isabella
intersection, immediately adjacent to the Mid-Centretown CDP area.
Suggested strategies include:
•
•

•
•
•

•

3.

Pursue local improvements to the pedestrian realm as part of the development
approvals process for new developments proposed in the Mid-Centretown area.
Ensure pedestrian planning and design objectives are achieved as part of major
roadway reconstruction projects, in accordance with approved City urban design
guidelines.
Identify specific local improvements to the pedestrian environment for
implementation as part of the City’s on-going Capital Works Program.
Monitor opportunities to provide pedestrian improvements as part of the
implementation of the Ottawa Pedestrian Plan.
Streets that provide direct access to rapid transit, and/or have significant
development density require better pedestrian space and should be priorities for
improved pedestrian amenities.
When reconstructing streets, review the potential application of a “road diet” to
provide more space for pedestrian movement, and allow for curb bulb-outs and/or
reduced corner radii to minimize pedestrian crossing distances.

CYCLING

All cycling facilities within the Mid-Centretown CDP area identified in the OCP are
recommended for implementation within the near term (2008-2018). The recently initiated
Downtown Moves Study will be also be reviewing the cycling network in the downtown area,
with a focus on larger network issues and changes which could be implemented as a part of
the construction of the Downtown Ottawa Transit Tunnel project. The implications of
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potential conversion of existing one-way arterial roads to two-way operation on pedestrian
and cycling facilities in the downtown core will also be assessed in this study.
The City of Ottawa has recently implemented segregated bicycle lanes on Laurier Avenue,
just to the north of the Mid-Centretown CDP study area, between Bronson Avenue and Elgin
Street. To leverage investment in this infrastructure and increase its utility for cyclists,
improvements to the cycling network within the Mid-Centretown area should focus on
connections to the Laurier Avenue bicycle lanes, as well as improved connections across
cycling barriers (the Queensway and Rideau Canal) and the NCC pathway network.
In addition to improved cycling links, additional bicycle parking should be provided within
the study area to improve facilities for cyclists at key destinations such as Jack Purcell
Community Centre, Minto Park, and along retail mainstreets. Identification of potential bikeshare station locations within Mid-Centretown (e.g. Museum of Nature, City Hall, along Bank
and Elgin Streets) to facilitate short, spontaneous cycling trips should also be considered, in
coordination with the NCC.
An example of a local improvement for cyclists would be provision of a northbound cycling
facility on Metcalfe Street, under the Queensway, to complement the existing southbound
cycling lane on O’Connor Street. As part of any analysis regarding conversion of Metcalfe
Street from one-way to two-way operate, provision of cycling facilities should be considered
as priority in order to provide for dedicated cycling facilities connecting The Glebe to MidCentretown, Laurier Avenue (east-west bicycle lanes) and the Central Business District.
Suggested strategies include:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

4.

Pursue provision of cycling infrastructure (parking, lockers/showers) as part of the
development approvals process for new developments proposed in the MidCentretown area.
Ensure appropriate cycling infrastructure is provided as part of major roadway
reconstruction projects, in accordance with approved City design guidelines.
Identify specific local improvements to the cycling network for implementation as
part of the City’s on-going Capital Works Program.
Monitor opportunities to provide cycling improvements as part of the implementation
of the Ottawa Cycling Plan.
Streets which provide for cycling connections across barriers (e.g. Rideau Canal, the
Queensway) or to the Laurier Avenue segregated bicycle lane should be priorities for
improved cycling links in the Mid-Centretown area.
Metcalfe Street should be considered a priority for cycling facilities in future studies.
Work with the NCC to provide bike-share stations at key locations in the MidCentretown CDP area, such as the Museum of Nature, Ottawa City Hall, Jack Purcell
Community Centre, and along retail mainstreets.

PUBLIC TRANSIT

As outlined previously, the Mid-Centretown area enjoys access to a high level of local transit
service. Implementation of the Downtown Ottawa Transit Tunnel will likely not result in
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significant changes to the local transit network, which is already oriented to provide
connections with the existing rapid transit network and major destinations in the downtown
area. Service frequencies may be improved on routes as ridership increases with
implementation of the City’s rapid transit network, which will provide improved access to
areas of the City which currently do not support convenient transit service. Areas adjacent
to future underground rapid transit station entrances create additional density potential.
Increased densities generally correlate with increased transit demand and therefore reduced
headways on local bus routes.
Bank Street, Somerset Street (west of Bank) and the Catherine/Isabella Street corridors are
identified in the City’s Transportation Master Plan as transit priority corridors. Future transit
priority measures could include transit priority signals, queue jump lanes and other
operational measures designed to give transit vehicles priority over general traffic within
these corridors.
Suggested strategies include:
•
•

5.

Consider provision of transit priority measures such as bus bulb-outs and additional
shelters as part of future roadway reconstruction projects.
Consider provision of enhanced waiting facilities (shelters, benches, trees, pedestrian
scale lighting, bicycle parking, garbage cans) at bus stops. These should not
interfere with pedestrian flow/pathway.

RIGHT-OF-WAY PROTECTION

Roads within Mid-Centretown support mobility but are also important public spaces which
define the character of the neighbourhood. There are competing objectives with respect to
allocation of space within the public right-of-way. This includes space for general traffic
lanes, bicycle lanes, sidewalks and urban design features. The limited space available
(generally 18.6 m) within public rights-of-way in the Mid-Centretown area will require
creative approaches to satisfy these competing interests, and trade-offs will be required.
Roads identified in the following table are identified in the City’s Official Plan as requiring
additional Right-of-Way beyond that which currently exists. Provision of additional right-ofway from adjacent properties should be considered on a case-by-case basis as part of the
development review process, with priority given to properties adjacent to intersections.
Road
Bank
Catherine
Elgin
Kent
Lyon
McLeod
Metcalfe
Metcalfe
O’Connor
Somerset

From
Wellington
Bronson
Lisgar
Wellington
Wellington
Metcalfe
Argyle
Wellington
Wellington
Bronson

To
Catherine
Elgin
Isabella
Catherine
Catherine
Metcalfe
Catherine
McLeod
Isabella
Elgin

ROW to be Protected
20 m*
23 m
20 m*
20 m*
20 m*
20 m*
20 m*
20 m*
20 m
20 m*

Classification
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial

Sector
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban

* Note: Maximum land requirement from property abutting existing ROW is 0.90 m. Subject to widening/easement
policy.

Suggested strategies include:
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•
•
•

6.

Aim to eliminate surface parking encroachment into public roadway rights-of-way.
Introduce more “landscape buffering” between sidewalks and parking abutting
sidewalk.
Give additional priority to pedestrian space within the roadway right-of-way on
pedestrian priority streets.

TRAVEL DEMAND MANAGEMENT

At a high-level, encouraging residential development within the Mid-Centretown area
provides significant support to City objectives aimed at reducing reliance on automobile
travel. Experience in other Canadian cities (e.g. Toronto, Vancouver) has shown that that
the provision of increased residential development in downtown areas can reduce overall
automobile travel as the residents of these new developments are able to access
employment, shopping, educational and recreational opportunities without the need for
automobiles. However, for the relationship between increased density and reduced
automobile travel to be realized, support for non-auto modes must be provided at both the
site and community levels. Travel patterns within the Mid-Centretown CDP area already
exhibit a high degree of pedestrian, cycling and transit activity. Therefore, TDM measures
should be focused on providing improvements to the pedestrian and cycling environments
as identified in the Ottawa Pedestrian Plan and Ottawa Cycling Plan.
Development applications requiring a Transportation Impact Study or Community
Transportation Study under the City of Ottawa’s Transportation Impact Assessment
Guidelines must include an assessment of potential TDM measures for inclusion in new
developments. Measures which could be incorporated as part of new developments include
the provision of enhanced bicycle and pedestrian access (weather-protected facilities, safe
and secure bicycle parking, streetscape improvements), improvements to transit access
(provision of shelters and other amenities, service planning changes), and provision of carsharing facilities.
Strategies with regard to travel demand management are captured under the individual
sections dealing with pedestrians, cycling and transit.

7.

PARKING SUPPLY

Parking availability, or the perception of parking availability is a significant issue within the
Mid-Centretown area, particularly when considering development applications on sites which
are currently used for surface parking, or where limited visitor parking is being proposed.
Over time, provision of public parking facilities will be reduced as existing surface lots within
the Mid-Centretown area are redeveloped. Parking rates at remaining surface lots may also
increase due to supply shortage. Proposed strategies to provide additional space for
pedestrians, cyclists and public transit along major streets in Mid-Centretown may also
reduce the amount of on-street parking available.
To assist in the management of supply and demand for parking, parking rates should be
reviewed to achieve appropriate balance between encouraging non-automobile travel while
continuing to attract visitor and retail patrons who arrive by car. The City should also
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consider provision of off-street parking facilities in new development (particularly mixed-use
developments, or developments in the vicinity of all-day destinations, such as retail
mainstreets).
Suggested strategies include:
•

•
•

8.

Review on-street parking rates to ensure appropriate balance between encouraging
non-automobile travel while continuing to attract visitor and retail patrons who arrive
by car.
Encourage provision of off-street public parking in new development, where
appropriate (e.g. mixed-use development, in proximity to all-day destinations).
Undertake an inventory of existing parking spaces and current utilization.

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS

While providing for and encouraging greater pedestrian, cycling and transit activity within
the Mid-Centretown area should be a priority, the limited resources available (i.e. public
rights-of-way) requires that trade-offs be made. Changes to traffic operations (conversion
from one-way to two-way operations) and re-allocation of road space to support pedestrian,
cycling and transit will have impacts on traffic operations, including possible decreases in
vehicular levels of service at intersections and increases in conflicts, congestion and cutthrough traffic along local streets.
Conversion of all one-way streets (or at least the major traffic-carrying streets) in MidCentretown to two-way operation to address urban design goals creates challenges/issues
related to reduced road capacity, perhaps more elements competing for the same available
right-of-way, and varying degrees of disconnect with the on/off ramp system with the
Queensway. Any proposal that reduces the vehicle processing capacity at the base of the
Queensway off-ramps could increase queuing on the ramps, resulting in significant safety
concerns.
The review of the implications/benefits of converting one-way street operation to two-way
requires its own study. The Downtown Moves Study will give some consideration to this
topic relative to the downtown core, but not for all of Centretown. Should there be a desire
to implement a pilot project for conversion to two-way operation as a basis for monitoring
and assessment the best option would likely be the section of Metcalfe from McLeod north to
Laurier Avenue. This section of road has relatively low traffic volumes compared to other
major one-way streets in the downtown, and it can be converted without affecting the
connection to the Queensway ramp system. It also provides a very attractive approach to
and increases accessibility to the Museum of Nature and has significant residential
development along its length.
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Suggested strategies include:
•

9.

Identify candidate roads for two-way conversion to help inform future studies.
Metcalfe Street, north of McLeod Street would appear to be the best candidate given
that it will not directly impact traffic movements on the on/off-ramps to the
Queensway.

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL ISSUES FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

9.1

Implementation of “road dieting” on north-south arterials to accommodate expansion
of pedestrian, cycling and transit facilities.
Expansion of cycle network with on-street bicycle lanes as identified in the Ottawa
Cycling Plan.
Future transit priority requirements and timing of improvements.
Conversion of Metcalfe Street north of McLeod Street to two-way operation.
Implications of further two-way conversions and prioritization of candidate streets.
Closure of Metcalfe Street through the Victoria Museum site from Argyle to McLeod
Street.
Conversion of Metcalfe Street to Two-Way Traffic as a Pilot Project from
McLeod Street North to Wellington Street

The following is an initial listing of the tasks/considerations that should be undertaken to
assess the merits, and to understand the effects, of the above-noted conversion.
Data Collection/Analysis
•

•

•
•

•

Conduct speed surveys along Elgin Street, Bank Street, Metcalfe Street and Lyon
Street to determine if there are current travel speed differences between one-way
and two-way operation on these streets;
Review collision histories at key intersections on the above-noted streets to
determine the correlation, if any, between higher accident rates and one-way traffic
flow;
Identify the desired widths for sidewalks, bicycle lanes, shared-use lanes, parking
lanes and traffic flow lanes to be used as a basis for road cross-section development;
Identify cross-sectional alternatives for accommodating the different travel
modes/requirements within the existing road surface (vehicle lanes, bicycle lanes,
shared-use bicycle lanes, all-day and off-peak parking). This should be done for
both existing one-way and proposed two-way traffic so that appropriate comparisons
can be made;
Develop different cross-sections and evaluate each with regard to:
o lane capacity
o intersection operation;
o bicycle accommodation;
o pedestrian accommodation; and
o loss/gain of on-street parking;
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•
•

•

•

•

Determine the need/impact/feasibility of possible north-south left-turn lanes at
major cross-street intersections;
Compare traffic signal cycle lengths and pedestrian crossing accommodation at key
corridor intersections for both existing one-way and projected two-way traffic
operation;
Confirm the location and determine the operation of two-way operation terminal
points:
o at south end, how do the McLeod/Metcalfe, Metcalfe/Gladstone,
Metcalfe/O’Connor intersections operate (level of service)?
o What is the north terminus? Is it Laurier, Queen, Wellington?
o If Queen or Wellington, is the preferred north terminus, how is the parking
ramp to WEP accessed from northbound Metcalfe?
With the loss in northbound capacity, identify the amount of traffic that would divert
to adjacent Bank Street and Elgin Street and assess the resultant levels of service at
key signalized intersections along these corridors;
Compare the perceived advantages of two-way traffic operation (slower traffic,
greater choice of routes, improved way finding, improved safety for cyclists and
pedestrians) with the findings of the foregoing analysis to assist in decision-making
and mitigation of effects (if any) of converting Metcalfe Street from one-way to twoway traffic.

Interim Trial Test
The City may consider it desirable to convert a section of Metcalfe Street to two-way
operation, on a trial basis, to assist in quantifying the effects, both positive and negative,
from both a transportation operations and pedestrian/community enhancement perspective.
A candidate section is from McLeod Street north to Laurier Avenue. This section of road is
three lanes wide with two lanes for traffic and the east curb lane being for traffic during
weekday morning and afternoon peak periods, and for metered parking during the balance
of the day.
To convert this section of road to two-way traffic on a trial basis would require a minimum
of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

advertising of the proposed change;
new line painting;
new signage for southbound traffic;
new signage on side street approaches;
additional traffic signal heads at all signalized intersections;
signal phasing and timing modifications; and
a detailed review at the two terminal intersections to determine how best to sign and
control traffic flow to ensure pedestrian, cyclists and vehicle occupant safety.

It is assumed in the foregoing that the current parking regulations for the east curb lane
would remain.
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9.2

Traffic Flow Implication of Removing Metcalfe Street Between Argyle Street
and McLeod Street

Metcalfe Street, through the Museum of Nature grounds, currently carries approximately
1100 vph and 400 vph veh/hr during the morning and afternoon peak hours respectively,
and approximately 7000 veh/day.
This traffic would redistribute to other area roads if the subject link were closed.
The majority of this traffic would potentially continue east on Argyle Street then turn north
onto Elgin Street. Some of it may then turn left onto McLeod Street to reach Metcalfe
Street or go further north on Elgin Street and turn left on streets such as Gladstone or
Somerset to reach Metcalfe Street.
Data Collection/Analysis
Based on the foregoing, the following assessment is required to estimate the potential
effects of the subject road closure on area mobility on traffic operations.
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Determine the current peak hour operation of potentially affected area intersections
including Argyle/Elgin, Elgin/McLeod, Elgin/Gladstone, Elgin/Somerset,
Catherine/O’Connor, Catherine/Bank and Bank/Gladstone.
Reassign the aforementioned Metcalfe Street traffic to the above-noted intersections
as appropriate, and conduct levels of service analysis.
Assess the required cycle length or phase timing changes at the subject intersection
with regard to any adverse impacts on pedestrian accommodation at these
intersections.
Determining if road widening is required on the Argyle Street on its approach to Elgin
Street, or on Elgin Street between Argyle Street and McLeod Street, to accommodate
the reassigned traffic at an acceptable level of service.
Identify the potential impact on transit service of any projected congested conditions
on Elgin Street.
Identify the effect, if any, of more circuitous, more congested access to the Museum
for traffic travelling to the site from the south or from the east via the Queensway
and exiting at Metcalfe Street.
Identify an alternative school and tour bus parking facility/location as the current
location on Metcalfe Street between Argyle Street and McLeod Street would no
longer exist.

The foregoing analysis and review of the findings would be helpful in understanding the
impacts, requirements and benefits of closing Metcalfe Street through the Museum grounds
from Argyle Street north to McLeod Street.
Interim Trial Test
Should the City wish to better understand the potential implications of eliminating the
subject road link, all that would be required would be to temporarily close the one block link
with some combination of temporary curbing or planters. In addition, new way-finding
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signage would be required and adjustments would have to be made to the traffic signal and
phase timing at the Elgin/Argyle intersection. This interim test trial would provide a very
good indication of the way-finding, traffic operation and bus parking implications of a
possible ultimate road closure.

H:\ISO\TO3075\TOA\DOCS\Strategies_21Oct11.docx
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Introduction

1.1

Rationale/Objective

November 2011

This report has been prepared in support of the Mid-Centretown Community Design Plan
(CDP) currently being undertaken by the City of Ottawa. The objective of this report is to
assist in developing a municipal infrastructure vision and policy objectives for the MidCentretown CDP by providing the following information:







A summary of the municipal infrastructure context within the framework of the City
of Ottawa’s Official Plan (OP), other strategic planning, and study documents. The
municipal infrastructure components include the City’s water distribution system,
sanitary and storm sewers, and combined sewers;
A qualitative overview of existing land use and municipal infrastructure conditions
within the study area;
An overview of current and emerging municipal infrastructure and land development
trends;
An overview of municipal infrastructure issues within the study area to be considered
by the CDP, and;
An outline of future directions and next steps to be undertaken in further developing
a municipal infrastructure vision and framework as part of the CDP study.

A CDP is an urban design and land use planning tool that guides physical development of
private and public lands, and undertakings of public works. This ensures that all of the
physical pieces that make up a great community, the buildings and spaces, have
somewhere to go and do so appropriately. The CDP will develop a vision for the physical
environment of the Mid-Centretown community. The CDP creates a planning and design
framework for that vision and the strategy to implement it. Relevant strategic directions
regarding development according to the City of Ottawa’s OP include:




Direct growth to the existing urban area by achieving compact mixed-use
communities;
Planning and design of private and public lands that emphasize low impact
developments and best practices to preserve an environmental integrity; and
Achieve a balance between intensification and compatibility through good design.

The CDP must reflect the broader goals of the City’s OP, while balancing local conditions. A
review of municipal infrastructure is critical to evaluating the proposed vision of the CDP in
order to assess the broad implications which future development in the study area may
have on the City’s municipal infrastructure (watermains, sanitary and storm sewers,
combined sewers and major storm overland conditions). It is also necessary to identify
potential strategies to accommodate future servicing demands, as well as any potential
mitigation measures needed to address issues of community concern.
1.2
Study Area
The Mid-Centretown community is located to the south of Ottawa’s Central Business District.
The CDP study area, as identified in Figure 1, extends from Kent Street in the west to Elgin
Street in the east, and from Highway 417 (The Queensway) in the south to Gloucester
Street in the north. Within this study area, a dense grid of watermains/feedermains,
sanitary and storm sewers and combined sewers service the lands within this community.
These municipal services are the backbone of all potable water, wastewater and stormwater
needs within the study area.
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Figure 1: Mid-Centretown CDP Study Area
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1.3
Municipal Infrastructure Context
Due to its location and mixture of land uses and density, the Mid-Centretown community
enjoys excellent access to major employment, shopping, institutional and recreational
destinations. These factors, along with its residential uses, trigger the need for a reliable
water distribution network and sewer systems to service the CDP area and adjacent
neighbourhoods.
Although the role of buried watermains and sewers tends to be
unrecognized, this infrastructure is part of the life line of the City.
Some of the watermains and sewers within the area have been in use for well over 100
years and are in need of being upgraded to meet current and future servicing demands in
the area. Recent capital projects that have been completed by the City of Ottawa have
included the rehabilitation and/or replacements of the existing watermains and sewers.
Figure 2 identifies recent and future watermain and sewer upgrade projects within the CDP
study area.
From a sewer drainage boundary perspective, the area is generally split in two. A sub-area,
south of Somerset, is part of the O’Connor Drainage Area that is serviced by combined
sewers and drains to the Rideau Canal Interceptor (RCI) which runs along the Rideau Canal.
There are two principle combined trunk sewers connected to the RCI:



A 1,800 mm diameter sewer along Catherine Street; and
A 1,100 mm diameter sewer along Waverly Street.

The City’s sewer system, north of Somerset, is generally separated (storm and sanitary
sewers) with only a few combined sewers. There are no known issues with the storm sewer
system issues north of Somerset. There is an issue with extraneous flows in the sanitary
sewer system north of Somerset, which is being reviewed by City staff.
In terms of the City’s water distribution system, the Mid-Centretown study area is located
within the 1W water pressure zone. This zone is fed directly by the Fleet Street Pumping
Station, and the high lift pumping stations located at the City’s two water treatment plants.
There is an east-west 1,220 mm diameter transmission main located immediately south of
the Queensway. The transmission main is the main water feed to the east end of the City.
There are also 406 mm diameter watermains located on Somerset and O’Connor which
improve the local distribution capacity and can augment transmission capacity to the outer
pressure zones under emergency conditions. As shown on the figure in Appendix A, the
water distribution system within the study limits is generally capable of meeting the water
demands and fire protection requirements with the exception of small areas that have fire
flow limitations. As shown on Figure 2, the watermains within the areas with fire flow
limitations will be upgraded as part of future City projects.
Land use within the study area is highly urban in nature, with a strong mixture of retail,
office, residential and community uses throughout. Retail uses tend to be focused on the
traditional mainstreets in the study area (Bank and Elgin) with lesser activity found along
portions of Somerset and Gladstone. Most retail buildings on the mainstreets contain
residential apartments or office uses on upper stories. The major north-south streets and
east-west local streets are typically more residential in nature, with a mixture of small and
large-scale apartment blocks mixed in with house-form buildings. Many houses have been
converted to office or restaurant uses. Surface parking lots are scattered throughout the
study area, primarily providing long-term parking in support of office uses both within the
study area and in the Central Business District adjacent to the north, which results in very
little landscaped areas. These surface parking lots are potential sites for significant
redevelopment.
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Figure 2: Infrastructure Improvement projects in Mid-Centretown CDP Study Area
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A major sewer issue within the community is the drainage limitations of the combined sewer
system south of Somerset which are part of the O’Connor Drainage Area. As a result of the
drainage system limitations during intense storm events, multiple basement floodings occur
at an estimated 2-year frequency, and surface flooding of private property at an estimated
4-year frequency. Since 1986, however, almost all of the surface flooding occurred during
the very extreme event which took place on August 8, 1996, and on January 4, 1998 as a
result of winter thaw. In response to the drainage limitation issues, Delcan was retained by
the City to complete the O’Connor Drainage Area – Flood Control Study and subsequent
Implementation Plan in 2006, which identified flood control measures to improve the levels
of service. The implementation plan identified a functional design and phasing plan of the
flood control measures that provide incremental benefits over a period in the order of 20
years. The phased approach for implementation was determined to be the most practical
and cost-effective way to deal with flooding given the following factors:



The distributed nature of the problem, involving both trunk and local sewer
infrastructure; and
The opportunity to integrate the majority of the solution with the City’s on-going
infrastructure renewal program.

To date, the infrastructure renewal projects on Somerset and Bank have enabled the
successful implementation of flood control measures identified in the O’Connor Flood Control
Study.
Since then, the City has advanced the functional and preliminary design stage with the
preparation of the “O’Connor Flood Control Trunk Level Measures – Draft Preliminary Design
Report”, May 2011. The Preliminary Design Report has optimized the trunk level measures
recommended in the above noted 2006 Implementation Plan while maintaining the same
level of service improvements.
Another key element will be the potential increase of wastewater flows caused by
intensification. The increase in wastewater flows does not create an issue in combined
sewers during dry weather flows. However, during rainfall events there will be a reduction in
the available capacity for the stormwater flow component since it will have been partially
used up by the extra wastewater flow. The increase of wastewater flow is relatively small
when compared to stormwater as such the impact will be very minor. The increase in
wastewater flow generated by new developments will need to be offset by reducing
stormwater release rate into the combined sewer system.
General Urban Municipal Servicing Trends
The City of Ottawa’s OP and Infrastructure Master Plan (IMP) reflect recent trends towards
the creation of more sustainable water and sewer systems which address current and future
needs. The IMP outlines multi-million dollar potable, wastewater and stormwater system
upgrades to support anticipated growth in the planning horizon of the OP.
The expectations of the public with respect to municipal infrastructure is two-fold: firstly,
residents expect plenty of clean water to meet their daily needs, secondly, they expect that
the disposal of wastewater and stormwater is safe and efficient.
One key strategy to reduce the burden on the City’s existing infrastructure and the
environment is the introduction of Low Impact Development (LID). LID has been adopted
by the public and private sector within several jurisdictions across the country in
combination with the Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED) certification
program. Some recent local examples of LID projects include the new Ottawa Convention
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Centre, the Algonquin Centre for Construction Excellence and the Gatineau Sports Centre.
The Rideau Valley Conservation Authority’s building is one of Ottawa’s most environmentally
friendly buildings and has achieved LEED Gold level certification.
In short, the goal of the LID approach is to reduce runoff and pollutant levels through the
management of stormwater as close to the source as possible. Implementation is through a
system of small-scale best practices, linked throughout the site, used to reduce the impacts
of redevelopment and/or to closely replicate the pre-development hydrology of the site.
The overall objective of LID is to achieve enhanced environmental performance while
reducing development costs when compared to traditional stormwater management
approaches.

2.

Municipal Infrastructure Issues

2.1

Water Distribution System

The Mid-Centretown study area is located in the City’s 1W water pressure zone. This zone
is fed directly by the Fleet Street Pumping Station, and the high lift pumping stations
located at the City’s two water treatment plants. There is an east-west 1,220 mm diameter
transmission main located immediately south of the Queensway. The transmission main is
the main water feed to the east end of the City. There are also some 406 mm diameter
watermains located on Somerset and O’Connor which improve the local distribution capacity
and can augment transmission capacity to the outer pressure zones under emergency
conditions. Figure 3, identifies the location and size of transmission mains, feedermains
and local watermains within the study area and in adjacent neighbourhoods.
As shown on Figure 4, some of the local watermains within the area have been in use for
well over 100 years and a number of these have recently been rehabilitated, or are
expected to be rehabilitated or replaced in the near future.
The rehabilitation or
replacement of the watermains will typically be coordinated with street and sewer renewal
projects.
The following is a brief description of the watermains within the study area:






Kent Street: Watermains along this one-way northbound arterial road were installed
as far back as 1877 and rehabilitation/replacement as occurred over the years up to
2000; they range in size from 127 to 305 mm in diameter;
Bank Street: Most of the watermains along this two-way arterial road were
rehabilited/replaced in 2008 and 2009; they range in size from 127 to 305 mm in
diameter;
O’Connor Street: Watermains along this one-way southbound arterial road were
installed as far back as 1912 and rehabilitation/replacement as occurred over the
years up to 1997; they range in size from 152 to 406 mm in diameter;
Metcalfe Street: Watermains along this one-way northbound arterial road were
installed in 1950 and rehabilitation/replacement as occurred over the years up to
2005; they range in size from 152 to 406 mm in diameter;
Elgin Street: Watermains along this one-way southbound arterial road were
installed as far back as 1874 and rehabilitation/replacement has not occurred over
the years; they range in size from 152 to 203 mm in diameter;
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Catherine Street: Watermains along this one-way westbound arterial road were
installed as far back as 1889 and rehabilitation/replacement has not occurred over
the years; they range in size from 127 to 203 mm in diameter;
McLeod Street: Watermains along this one-way westbound local road were installed
as far back as 1888 and rehabilitation/replacement as occurred over the years up to
1999; they range in size from 203 to 406 mm in diameter;
Gladstone Avenue: Watermains along this two-way collector roadway were
installed as far back as 1907 and rehabilitation/replacement has occurred over the
years up to 1993; they are all 305 mm in diameter;
Gilmour Street: Watermains along this one-way eastbound local road were installed
back in 1976 and rehabilitation/replacement as occurred over the years up to 1991;
they are all 305 mm in diameter;
McLaren Street: Watermains along this one-way westbound local road were
installed as far back as 1884 and rehabilitation/replacement as occurred over the
years up to 1997; they range in size from 127 to 305 mm in diameter;
Somerset Street West: Watermains along this two-way arterial road were recently
installed in 1994, 1999 and 2006; they are all 406 mm in diameter;
Cooper Street: Watermains along this one-way eastbound local road were also
installed in 1989 and 1990; they are all 203 mm in diameter;
Lisgar Street: Watermain along this one-way westbound local road were installed in
1968 and rehabilitation/replacement as occurred over the years up to 1990; they
range in size from 203 to 305 mm in diameter;
Nepean Street: Watermains along this one-way eastbound local road were installed
in 1982 and 2002; they are all 305 mm in diameter;
Lewis Street: Watermains along this one-way westbound local road were installed
in 1996 and 2006; they are all 203 mm in diameter; and
Frank Street: Watermains along this one-way westbound local road were all
installed in 1997; they are all 203 mm in diameter.
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Figure 3: Watermain locations and sizes in Mid-Centretown CDP Study Area
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Figure 4: Age of Watermains in Mid-Centretown CDP Study Area
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As shown on the figure in Appendix A, the water distribution system within the study limits
is generally capable of meeting the water demands and fire protection requirements with
the exception of small areas that have fire flow limitations. As shown on Figure 2, the
watermains within the areas with fire flow limitations will be upgraded as part of future City
projects.
With respect to the IMP, there are no growth related projects within the CDP study area,
however, the rehabilitation/replacement of older watermains is planned as part of the City’s
infrastructure renewal program.
The water servicing design for new developments will have to adhere to the City’s Water
Distribution Design Guidelines (First Edition, July 2010).
2.2

Combined Sewer System (South of Somerset)

As highlighted in section 1.3, there is major sewer issue with the drainage limitations of the
combined sewer system south of Somerset which are part of the O’Connor Drainage Area.
As a result of the drainage system limitations during intense storm events, multiple
basement floodings occur at an estimated 2-year frequency, and surface flooding of private
property at an estimated 4-year frequency. For the purpose of this paper, Figure 5 has
been prepared to identify the existing sewer system south of Somerset, however, a detail
listing of the sewers has not been developed. The intent of the paper is to highlight the
constraints and opportunities of the combined sewers with a focus on the solutions to
mitigate the drainage limitations.
The O’Connor Drainage Area – Flood Control Study and subsequent Implementation Plan in
2006, identified flood control measures to improve the levels of service.
The
implementation plan identified a functional design and phasing plan of the flood control
measures that provide incremental benefits over a period in the order of 20 years.
Since then, the City has advanced the functional and preliminary design stage with the
preparation of the “O’Connor Flood Control Trunk Level Measures – Draft Preliminary Design
Report”, May 2011. The Draft Preliminary Design Report has optimized the trunk level
measures recommended in the above noted 2006 Implementation Plan while maintaining
the same level of service improvements. An executive summary of the Draft Preliminary
Design Report is provided in Appendix B.
The flood control measures are expected to provide a 100-year level of protection against
basement flooding, with the exception of a few small local areas where this level of
protection is considered impractical to achieve. In these areas, the expected level of
protection is in the range of 25 to 50 years. Any further increase in protection would only
be practical by means of protective plumbing on private property.
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Figure 5: Combined Sewers in Mid-Centretown CDP Study Area.
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Wastewater Sewer System (North of Somerset)

The sewer system north of Somerset has been separated with the exception of a few sewers
that still have combined flows. A majority of the sanitary sewers north of Somerset were
built in the 1970’s, 1980’s and 1990’s with the exception of a few sections on Lisgar that
were built in 1935.
There are no known major sanitary sewer capacity issues north of Somerset, however, the
City is reviewing extraneous flow issues in the Kent Street Sanitary Sewer.
2.4

Storm Sewer System (North of Somerset)

The sewer system north of Somerset has been separated with the exception of a few sewers
that still have combined flows. A majority of the storm sewers north of Somerset were built
in the 1970’s, 1980’s and 1990’s.
Currently, there are no known major storm sewer capacity issues north of Somerset.
2.5

Stormwater Management (SWM)

Within the O’Connor Drainage Area, stormwater “quality control” for the majority of the area
is provided by drainage of frequent storm events to the combined sewer system, and
ultimately to Robert O. Pickard Environmental Centre (ROPEC) for treatment before
discharge into the Ottawa River.
To ensure that existing flooding problems in the O’Connor Drainage area are not
exacerbated, stormwater “quantity control” is required as part of urban development
projects. This typically involves on-site storage to ensure that there is no increase in storm
flow contribution as compared to existing conditions. In some cases, the post development
storm flow contribution is restricted to a lesser value than the existing conditions to mitigate
sewer capacity issues. The SWM design criteria applied on recent development projects in
the O’Connor Drainage Area has been based on an allowable release rate generated by a 2
year storm event and a runoff coefficient “C” factor of 0.4 with the provision of on-site
storage up to the 100 year storm event. In some cases a “C” factor of 0.5 has been applied
where more information on existing conditions is available.
North of Somerset, stormwater drains to the storm sewer system and stormwater “quantity
control” is required as part of urban development projects to ensure that there is no
increase in storm flow contribution as compared to existing conditions. The SWM design
criteria applied on recent development projects in the area north of Somerset has been
based on an allowable release rate generated by a 5 year storm event and a runoff
coefficient “C” factor of 0.5 with the provision of on-site storage up to the 100 year storm
event.

3.

Municipal Infrastructure Strategy

3.1

Relevant Policy Documents

The municipal infrastructure strategy for the CDP will be guided by existing policy
documents, namely the IMP, Water Distribution Design Guidelines and the Sewer Design
Guidelines. Other documents which may influence the municipal infrastructure strategy,
particularly on design issues include the proponents desire to achieve LEED certification for
their developments.
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Figure 6: Sanitary Sewers in Mid-Centretown CDP Study Area.
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Figure 7: Storm Sewers in Mid-Centretown CDP Study Area.
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The City’s Infrastructure Approvals Branch would provide additional site specific design
criteria for water, sanitary and storm services based on the location of the development
lands.
3.2

Compatibility with Other Studies

As described in section 2.2, the area south of Somerset in the Mid-Centretown study area
includes combined sewers which have been identified to remain combined. As part of the
City’s Ottawa River Action Plan, the “CSO Storage EA and Functional Design Project” has
been undertaken to identify and develop a preferred solution that will provide additional
storage in the combined sewer area to reduce combined sewer overflows (CSOs) to the
Ottawa River. This particular project does provide an opportunity to reduce the risk of
flooding in the O’Connor Drainage Area through the allocation of dedicated flood storage. A
combined sewer storage tunnel is being proposed as per Council direction to reduce
combined sewer overflows to zero on an average year during the period from April 15 to
November 15.
As noted in section 2.2, the City has also advanced the functional and preliminary design
stage of Delcan’s O’Connor Study with the preparation of the “O’Connor Flood Control Trunk
Level Measures – Draft Preliminary Design Report”, May 2011. The Draft Preliminary Design
Report has optimized the trunk level measures recommended in Delcan’s 2006
Implementation Plan while maintaining the same level of service improvements. An
executive summary of the Draft Preliminary Design Report is provided in Appendix B.
In addition to the two above noted project, the City has completed a study to implement the
installation of odour/floatable/flow control devices in existing catchbasins in the O’Connor,
Lowertown (King Edward) and Downtown Core (north of Somerset) drainage areas. The
flow control devices to be installed in the O’Connor Drainage Area are part of the local level
measures identified in the O’Connor Drainage Area – Flood Control Study.
3.3

Future Directions/Strategy


As described in Section 1.3, Land use within the study area is highly urban in nature,
with a strong mixture of retail, office, residential and community uses throughout.
Surface parking lots are scattered throughout the study area, primarily providing
long-term parking in support of office uses both within the study area and in the
Central Business District adjacent to the north, which results in very little landscaped
areas. These surface parking lots are potential sites for significant redevelopment.
The redevelopment of parcels, including parking lots, represents a great opportunity
to improve the existing conditions by reducing the extent of hard surfaces with the
introduction of softer landscaping features that will promote infiltration to mitigate
stormwater runoff (e.g. Green roofs). The introduction of soft surfaces, along with
the City’s infrastructure improvement projects, would improve the level of service of
the drainage system within the community.
There is also a need to consider the acquisition of land to solve existing drainage
issues in the areas of redevelopment and intensification. Park areas provide a good
opportunity to integrate stormwater management solutions. However, there could
be a need to dedicate lands solely for stormwater management purposes.



Public and Private sector developers would follow the City’s Sewer Design Guidelines
and the City’s Water Design Guidelines for proposed developments. To ensure that
existing flooding problems in the O’Connor Drainage area are not exacerbated,
stormwater “quantity control” is required as part of urban development projects.
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This typically involves on-site storage to ensure that there is no increase in storm
flow contribution as compared to existing conditions. In some cases, the post
development storm flow contribution is restricted to a lesser value than the existing
conditions to mitigate sewer capacity issues. The SWM design criteria applied on
recent development projects in the O’Connor Drainage Area has been based on an
allowable release rate generated by a 2 year storm event and a runoff coefficient “C”
factor of 0.4 with the provision of on-site storage up to the 100 year storm event. In
some cases a “C” factor of 0.5 has been applied where more information on existing
conditions is available.


North of Somerset, stormwater drains to the storm sewer system and stormwater
“quantity control” is required as part of urban development projects to ensure that
there is no increase in storm flow contribution as compared to existing conditions.
The SWM design criteria applied on recent development projects in the area north of
Somerset has been based on an allowable release rate generated by a 5 year storm
event and a runoff coefficient “C” factor of 0.5 with the provision of on-site storage
up to the 100 year storm event.



There are several opportunities for public and private sector proponents to develop
stormwater management (SWM) plans that incorporate sustainable stormwater
diversion techniques to avoid excessive stormwater drainage infrastructure for hard
surfaces (i.e. roofs, parking lots). The following techniques have successfully been
applied on developments in Ottawa, Gatineau and other jurisdictions:
o Green roofs – the “Environmental Benefits and Costs of Green Roof
Technology” study completed by the City of Toronto highlights the economic
benefits, particularly in the areas of stormwater management and reducing
the urban heat island effect ;
o Stormwater retention/detention cisterns to store water for re-use in low flow
water closets and irrigation system. Other benefits also include the mitigation
of downstream erosion;
o Soft Landscaping (Sustainable gardens) for rain gardens used to promote
infiltration for groundwater recharge (soils permitting);
o Infiltration basins and trenches;
o Porous pavement (Pilot projects have already been realized on private sector
developments;
o Some runoff conveyances best practices include:
 The elimination of curbs and gutters to allow hard surfaces to drain to
soft landscaping areas;
 Grassed swales and grassed lined channels;
 Creating long flow paths over landscaping areas;
 Increase surface storage in landscaped areas by reducing the release
rates.
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APPENDIX A
MID-CENTRETOWN AVAILABLE FIRE FLOW AS RECEIVED FROM THE CITY OF
OTTAWA ON OCTOBER 26, 2011
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APPENDIX B
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – O’CONNOR FLOOD CONTROL TRUNK LEVEL MEASURES –
DRAFT PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPORT, MAY 2011.
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Understanding Centretown’s
Need & Opportunity:
The Centretown Ward is quickly becoming one of Ottawa’s most desirable destinations
for downtown living. Continued demand for housing, a growth in local employment
opportunities, and planned and on-going infrastructure investment in rapid transit, road
improvements and bridge connections will continue to fuel changes over the coming
years.
A Community Amenities Audit was undertaken to gain a greater understanding of both
the existing and possible future condition of the social infrastructure serving the
Centretown Ward. An important output of this work will be to identify what types of
community amenities may be required to complement and facilitate the area’s growth.

Goals of Audit
The overarching goal of this work was to establish a baseline of community facilities
available to Centretown residents and to highlight any major gaps in provision. This
community facilities audit provides:
•
•
•

a listing of community facilities that serve the area
mapping of identified facilities
a basic assessment of how many facilities are required to meet Centretown’s
current and future population and how Centretown stacks up against other
neighbourhoods.

Through the establishment and analysis of the existing baseline provision, identification
of current amenity provision targets (where possible) and the establishment of a
potential future growth scenario (based on the existing Centretown Secondary Plan
projection), this study provides direction as to the future need for community facilities
across the neighbourhood.
It is intended that this document be used to assist not only private sector, but also the
City of Ottawa and residents’ groups to better understand existing and future community
needs for facilities in Centretown.
This study does not provide an evaluation of how well current facilities are used or who
they are used by. The value of this piece of work is to identify baseline provision of
facilities and a general assessment of how the Centretown community performs against
a series of facility standards used in other communities.

2

Centretown’s
Current Community Assets
A sustainable community needs to be a complete, mixed-use district able to
accommodate activity and vibrancy. It must offer residents the opportunity to interact,
work, live, play, pray, shop and learn within a convenient walking or transit distance.
Community amenities are an essential component of this mix. These facilities and their
related public spaces are important assets for animating the public realm, increasing
access to services, improving opportunities for activity, connecting social networks,
creating community destinations and contributing to a better overall quality of life for
residents.
This section provides a summary of the Community Amenities present within the
Centretown, including a review of:

* Parks & Recreation Facilities
* Indoor Recreation Amenities
* Schools / Education Services
* Libraries
* Community Centres
* Youth Centres
* Physicians / Health Care
* Emergency Services
* Social Support Services
* Childcare
* Religious Organizations & Services

Centretown Today
Below is a summary of population and household assumptions used for this review.

Population
Households*
Geographic Area

2010 Estimate
(from City of Ottawa, 2010)
23,660
13,690
2.1km2 / 210ha / 519 acres

*based on current household structure of 1.7 persons per household
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Future Scenario
(from Secondary Plan)
30,000 to 36,000
17,650 to 21,175
2.1km2 / 210ha / 519 acres

Additional Study Considerations
• We would like to acknowledge the help provided by the Ottawa Neighbourhood
Study team, based out of the Institute for Population Health at the University of
Ottawa. They provided the foundation for much of this work.
• Like in many neighbourhoods, the community amenities present within Centretown
serve a much wider catchment area and are not for exclusive use by Centretown
residents. Although the presence of these facilities with the study area suggests that
they are accessible to Centretown residents, without a more detailed assessment of
use on facility by facility bases, we are unable to confirm that all facilities listed as part
of this study are in fact used by Centretown residents.
• Religious organizations have been included for the support services many of them
provide as well as the community spaces they offer, such as halls, meeting rooms,
communal kitchens, etc.
• Daycares and schools are complex amenities and require detailed population
projections as well as a complete understanding of existing capacity and future plans
for development. Within the confines of this study, we are not able to create more
detailed profiles and projections than what is presented as part of our general
assumptions.
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The map below shows where each of these amenity types are located across Centretown.
Additional details are appended in an accompanying spreadsheet.

Cartier

Social Support Services

Municipal Offices

Indoor Recreation Facilities

Childcare

Outdoor Recreation Facilities

Community Centres (year round)

Schools/Education

Emergency Services

Physicians/Health Services

Religious Organizations & Services

Libraries

1 GP per 1,800 population
[11-13 required]

Doctors:

1 per 20,000 population
[1 required]
1 per 20,000 population
[1 required]
0.84ha per 1,000 population [17ha/42.5 acres]
1.1ha per 1,000 units [15ha/37 acres]
Ottawa average of 34.3m2 per person
[81ha / 200 acres required]
1 court per 5,000 population [up to 3]
1 field per 5,000 population [up to 3]
1 per 5,000 population [up to 3]
1 per 20,000 population [1 required]
1 per 5,000 population [up to 3]
1 per 5,000 population [up to 3]

Seniors’ Day Centre:
0

Youth Centre:
0

Parkland:
8 City parks:
5.5ha / 13.8acres
provided

Outdoor Amenities:
Basketball: at least 3
Baseball: at least 4
Playgrounds: 6
Pools: 2 + splash
Rinks: 2 + 1
Tennis courts:
at least 3 provided

66

1 health centre per 5,000 units
[Up to 3 required]

[205-235 spaces required]

Health Centres:
5

6
[2 private +
4 public]

Community Facilities serving Centretown: Today
Population
Existing Amenity
Current Provision Standards
Provision
Community Centres: 1 centre per 5,000 units
20,515 residents:
[2 to 3 required]
2 formal
+ 4 informal
Under 19: 1,395
1 centre per 10,000 units
Libraries:
– 0-4: 495
0
– 5-13: 525
[1 to 2 required]
– 14-18: 375
+ Main Branch in
0.74ft2 per capita
proximity
[17,500ft2 required]
13,690 households
Daycare Centres:
10 childcare spaces per 1,000 population.

Province of Ontario,
Ministry of Culture, 2004

City of Toronto, 2008
LB Newham, 2008 (U.K.)
City of Ottawa, 2010

Province of Ontario,
Ministry of Culture, 2004

Province of Ontario,
Ministry of Culture, 2004

Newham Primary Care
Trust, 2008 (U.K.)

Newham Primary Care
Trust, 2008 (U.K.)

Province of Ontario,
Ministry of Culture, 2004

Adequate provision.
Adequate provision.
Adequate provision.
Adequate provision.
Under provision.
Adequate provision.

Under provision.

Under provision.

Under provision.

Adequate provision.

Adequate provision.

Adequate provision.

Under provision.

London Borough of
Newham, 2008 (U.K.)
City of Toronto, 2008

Adequate provision.

Provision Gap Today

London Borough of
Newham, 2008 (U.K.)

Source
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*using today’s
demographic mix

Under 19*: 2,664
– 0-4: 936 (2.4%)
– 5-13: 1080 (3%)
– 14-18: 648
(1.8%)

Future Scenario:
36,000 residents

13,690 households

Under 19: 1,395
– 0-4: 495 (2.4%)
– 5-13: 525 (3%)
– 14-18: 375
(1.8%)

Today:
20,515 residents:

Schools:
Population

Enrolment:
809+270

Capacity:
1089+340

1 existing
+ 1 Alternative.

Secondary:

Enrolment:
917

Capacity:
1260

4 existing.

Elementary:

Current Provision
Nursery:
## existing.

1 secondary school per 1000-1250 pupils.

1 secondary school per 940 children.

1 primary school per 450-550 pupils.

1 primary school per 420 children.

Current Provision Standards
1 nursery school per 180 children.

Ottawa Carleton Board

London Borough of
Newham, 2008 (U.K.)

Ottawa Carleton Board

London Borough of
Newham, 2008 (U.K.)

Source
London Borough of
Newham, 2008 (U.K.)

Adequate provision today.

Adequate provision today.

Provision Gap Today
Not able to determine.

Centretown Tomorrow...
Centretown is growing. Using information from the current Secondary Plan for
Centretown, it is estimated that the population of Centretown could increase by 50% of
its 1976 level. That would equate to a population of between 30,000 and 36,000
residents. For this summary, we are using the larger estimate.
So, what does a community of 36,000 residents potentially require?
Community Facilities serving Centretown: Tomorrow
Population Projection
Existing Amenity Provision
Provision Standards
Community Centres:
Population:
Existing:
1 centre per 5,000 units
36,000 residents
2 + 4 informal

Future Additional Requirement
Up to 2 additional required

Public Libraries:
Households:
21,175 units

Existing:
0
Daycare Centres:

1 centre per 10,000 units

Up to 3 additional required

Existing:
10 childcare spaces
6
per 1,000 population
Health Centres (@ 3,000m2) :

83 additional public spaces
required.

Existing:
5
Doctors:

1 centre per 5,000 units

Up to 2 additional required

Existing:
66
Youth Centre

1 GP per 1,800 people

No additional requirement

Existing:
0
Seniors’ Day Centre:

1 centre per 20,000 people

Up to 2 additional required

Existing:
0

1 centre per 20,000 people

Up to 2 additional required

Existing: 8 parks
5.5ha / 13.8 acres

0.84ha per 1,000 people
1.1ha per 1,000 units

23-28 additional acres
required. Park upgrades
should be considered.

Outdoor Amenities:
Basketball: at least 3
Baseball: at least 4
Playgrounds: 6
Pools: 2 + splash
Rinks: 2 outdoor, 1 indoor
Tennis courts:
at least 3 provided

1 per 5,000 population
1 per 5,000 population
1 per 5,000 population
1 per 20,000 population
1 per 5,000 population
1 per 5,000 population

Up to 4 required
Up to 3 required
Up to 1 required
No additional requirement
Up to 5 required
Up to 4 more required

Parkland:

Key Messages
* At present, as a well-established and central neighbourhood, Centretown is generally
well provided for with community facilities.

* However, like many other urban communities, there are some deficiencies, such as:
community centres; meeting space for residents; local libraries; youth centres;
seniors’ centres; and, outdoor recreation space.

* Facilities are generally well distributed across Centretown, with particularly strong
representation in the Mid-Centretown area.

* Although a youth centre is identified as a ‘gap’ in facility provision, such a centre may
not be an immediate priority given the relatively small number of young people
currently residing in the area (equating to only 1.8% of Centretown’s current
population). This number may not merit a dedicated facility. Furthermore, for seniors
needs, many of the services provided by a Senior’s Centre are performed by the
many religious Organizations & Services dispersed across Centretown.

* Although a local public library is identified as a ‘gap’ in facility provision, due to the
City of Ottawa’s Main Branch being located adjacent to the study area, Centretown
can be considered adequately served by libraries.

* If Centretown continues to grow, many existing community facilities will be operating
at capacity and additional facilities will be required to meet demand.

*

Although currently adequately provided for, existing facilities are aging – particularly
schools, community centres and indoor recreation facilities – and will require renewed
investment in next 10 to 20 years.

* The increase in demand for services can be partially addressed through an
intensification of uses for existing facilities (where capacity exists). This may require
an investment in facilities to allow them to deal with increased demand, longer
operational hours, upgrading of facilities, etc.

* Parks and open spaces – both active and passive – are at a premium across
Centretown. Much of the existing open space provision is not formally dedicated park
space, but shared recreation areas with schools or other institutional users.
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* In the absence of an opportunity to introduce a major new greenspace within the
community, a review should be undertaken of existing greenspaces in Centretown to
inform a strategy for their intensification and optimization of use (Dundonald, Jack
Purcell, the National Museum of Nature, Minto Park and St Lukes Park, being the
primary opportunities).

* Outdoor recreation amenities are adequately provided for at the moment, although
many outdoor amenities are close to threshold capacity. Additional population growth
will require additional outdoor amenities or an intensification of use of existing
amenities.

* Anecdotal evidence has suggested that there is demand for additional spaces for
informal recreation (such a ‘pick-up’ games of hockey, football and soccer). This may
be a consequence of the current permitting and programming practices used by the
City for organized sports that limits the use of facilities by informal groups. This may
situation may potentially be improved by allowing informal groups to use nonregulation fields and facilities for informal play. This would need to be done in
partnership with the School Board(s) or other institutional partners who provide
recreation facilities

* Rinks in Centretown are well used, however, anecdotal evidence suggests that the
outdoor rinks could be managed more efficiently, perhaps by a community-based
organization or group, to allow for an extended season with more regular cleanings.
In addition to more efficient management, adding arterial ice to one outdoor rink could
also allow for an intensification of its use.

* To maximise future growth opportunities, additional provision and/or improvements of
existing amenities should be considered for the following type of facilities:
- park spaces
- community centres
- outdoor recreation amenities

* Augmenting the provision of City-operated facilities, there appears to be a strong
representation of informal social support services and centres providing a spectrum of
activities that cater to different user groups. The majority of these are clustered in the
Mid-Centretown area.

* Additional work is required to understand future demand for all types of schools and
day care facilities across Centretown. Any existing surpluses could be temporary if
growth continues.
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CENTRETOWN:
FULL LIST OF COMMUNTY FACILITIES
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Ottawa Public Library - Main Branch
Museum of Nature

Name

Elgin Family Medical Centre

15

14

Centretown Community Health Centre 13

Appletree Medical Centre 12

8
9
10
Appletree Medical Clinic 11

6
7

5

O'Connor Health Group

Morissette
Moore
Ballyÿ
Akcakir
Griffiths
Dermer
Kegan
Dollin
Halliday
Krane
Comerton
Townsend
Cooper
Daryawish
Wilson
Maloley
Mercer
Stanners
Yau
Cane
Paliga
Rogers
Rostein
Shazeen
Powell
Tang
Tang
Tomplaski
McLeod
Graham
Baribeau
Bell
Dubreuil
Ede
Habib
Haziza
Kane
McMahan
Mohamadee
Jones
Esdaile
Gauthier
McLeod
Valia
Escudero
Collÿ
Hynie
Rydzik
Barnabe
Wilkinson
Chamiaÿ
Eyre
Hodge
Montoya
Roberts
Gellar
Aire
Woychyshyn
Steyn
Jenner

Albert Street Secondary Alternative
2 Centennial Public School
3 Elgin Street Public School
4 Glashan Public School
5 Lisgar Collegiate Institute
6 St. Patrick Adult H.S.
7 Cambridge Street Community P.S.
8 Richard Pfaff Secondary Alternative
First Place Alternate Programe
9 Museum of Nature
10 National Arts Centre

1

1
2

1
2
3
4

HEALTH CENTRES & PHYSICIANS

SCHOOLS / EDUCATION

LIBRARY

Facility

100 Argyle Ave
116 Lisgar St
219 Laurier Ave West
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
267 O'Connor St
270 Elgin
270 Elgin
270 Elgin
270 Elgin
270 Elgin
275 McLeod St
293 Maclaren St
293 Maclaren St
301 Metcalfe St
3161 O'Connor St
361 Waverly St
368 Slater St
368 Slater St
368 Slater St
368 Slater St
368 Slater St
368 Slater St
368 Slater St
368 Slater St
368 Slater St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
381 Kent St
420 Cooper St
420 Cooper St
420 Cooper St
420 Cooper St
421 Cooper St
422 Cooper St
423 Bronson Ave
423 Bronson Ave
423 Cooper St

240 McLeod St
53 Elgin Street

440 Albert St
376 Gloucester St
310 Elgin St
28 Arlington Ave
29 Lisgar St
290 Nepean St
250 Cambridge St
160 Percy Street
160 Percy Street

120 Metcalfe Street
240 McLeod St

Address

capacity

127
311
270
340
included in Richard Pfaff

Soccer field / baseball, volleyball, Play structure
See McNabb Recreation Centre below
See McNabb Recreation Centre below

321
242
386
1089

195
251
344
807

administrative program ‐ no students

enrolement
Play structure, therapeutic pool,
2 play structures, basketball net, baseball diamond, and outdoor skating rink.
2 large gyms

Meeting rooms available

Amenities Provided

OUTDOOR RECREATION

COMMUNITY CENTRES

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS

Jack Purcell Community Centre
McNabb Community Centre
Polish Hall
Bronson Place
Chinese Community Centre
Montgomery Legion

Knox Presbyterian Church
Evangelical Fellowship of Canada
First Baptist Church
Christian Science Reading Room
Eglise Unie St-Marc
St George's Church (Anglican)
St John's the Evangelist Anglican Church
Anglican Diocese of Ottawa- La Source
Eckankar Religion of Light and Sound
McPhail Memorial Baptist Church - Church Office
St Patrick Basilica - Churches Roman Catholic (Ottawa)
Christian Science
Anglican Catholic Church of Canada
Islamic Information Centre
Erskine Presbyterian Church
Dominion-Chalmers United Church
First United Church
St Peter's Evangelical Lutheran Church
Jehova's Witness
Christ Church Cathedral Anglican - Sparks and Bronson
Metropalitan Bible Church
New Creation Church
McLeod-Stewarton United Church
Korean Holy Martyrs Parish Rectory
Joyful Land Buddhist Centre
Church of Saint-Barnabas
Anglican Diocese of Ottawa - Synode Office
Anglican Diocese of Ottawa - Parish & Diocesan Services
Anglican Diocese of Ottawa - Programme-Parish & Diocesan Services
Anglican Diocese of Ottawa - Bishop's Office
Anglican Diocese of Ottawa - Archives
St Andrew's Church (Presbyterian) - Church Office
St Andrew's Church (Presbyterian) - Dir of Music
St Theresa - Churches Roman Catholic (Ottawa)

McNabb Park
Bronson Park
Centenial PS recreation fields
Lisgar Street Parkette
Dundonald Park
Glebe Memorial Park
Chamberlain Park
Arlington Park
Golden Triangle Park
Minto Park
Jack Purcell Park
St Lukes Park
Glashan Public School recreation fields
St. Patrick Adult H.S. recreation fields
Cambridge Street Community P.S. recreation fields
16 Museum of Nature Parks - East & West
17 Nanny Goat Hill Community Garden

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1
2
3
4
5
6

28

27

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

16 Hamdy
17 Tulai
Weiner
18 Deslauriers
Pritchet
19 Schenker

Bronson & Laurier

Baseball diamond, gym, meeting rooms,

2 tennis courts, outdoor skating rink, communityh gardens, play structures
Basketball, play structures, splash pool, 1 tennis court, rink

Elgin & Gilmour
Gladstone & Elgin
28 Arlington Ave
290 Nepean St

Play structure, movie nights in summer
Play Structure, splash pad, outdoor rink,
2 tennis courts, sports field
Play structure

Baseball diamond

Lawn bowling, skateboard park, play structure, wading pool, basketball, rink

18-meter warm water pool, weight room, five meeting rooms, access to school gym
Rink, meeting rooms, gym with 150 person seating, pottery studio

Somerset & Lyon

320 Jack Purcell Lane
180 Percy St
Waverley Street
Bronson
Florence At Kent
330 Kent St

120 Lisgar St
130 Albert St
140 Laurier Ave W
141 Laurier Ave W
142 Lewis St
152 Metcalfe St
154 Somerset St W
154 Somerset St W
200 Cooper St
249 Bronson Ave
281 Nepean St
288 Metcalfe St
309 Cooper St
312 Lisgar St
343 Bronson Ave
355 Cooper St
397 Kent St
400 Sparks St
405 Gladstone Ave
439 Queen St
453 Bank St
475 Bank St
507 Bank St
523 Gilmour St
562 Somerset St W
70 James St
71 Bronson Ave
71 Bronson Ave
71 Bronson Ave
71 Bronson Ave
71 Bronson Ave
82 Kent St
82 Kent St
95 Somerset St W

58 James St
75 Albert St
75 Albert St
99 Metcalfe St
99 Metcalfe St
180 Metcalfe St

SOCIAL SERVICES

EMERGENCY SERVICES

CHILDCARE

INDOOR RECREATION

Outside Centretown boundary

755 Somerset St West

670 Albert Street
211 Bronson Avenue
433 Cooper Street

17 Youth Services Bureau

311-211 Bronson Ave.
211 Bronson Ave
424 Catherine Street
381 Kent Street

Elizabeth Fry Society of Ottawa
Good Day Workshop Programs Inc.
Minwaashin Lodge Aboriginal Women's Support Centre
Ottawa Chinese Community Service Centre

790 Bronson Avenue

219 Argyle Avenue
507 Bank St.

Catholic Immigration Centre
Centretown Emergency Food Centre

15 The Good Companions
16 Women's Initiatives for Safer Environments (WISE)

251 Bank Street
507 Bank Street

AIDS Committee of Ottawa
Centre 507 Association of Ottawa

251 Bank Street

211 Bronson Avenue
391 Gladstone Ave at Bank

Bronson Centre
Salvation Army

180 Argyle Avenue

393 Somerset Street
Elgin Street
Elgin Street
105 Catherine Street
738 Gladstone

Outside Centretown boundary
Outside Centretown boundary

Weight room, splash swimming, badminton, art classes, yoga
Weight room, five meeting rooms of various sizes and access to school gym

Centenial PS
Albert St
Bank St
Florence St
James St
City Hall
Lisgar at O'Connor

320 Jack Purcell Lane

Chamberlain & Percy

Pink Triangle Services
14 Social Planning Council re: Just Food - Ottawa
Community Garden Network

10
11
12
13

8
9

6
7

4
5

YMCA/YWCA

O'Connor Shelter

2
3

Somerset Community Police Centre
Ottawa Courthouse
Police Central Headquarters
EMS
EMS

Centretown Co-operative Kindergarten Program
Kids & Company
Acorn Early Learning Centre
Florence Child Care Centre
Centretown Parents' Co-operative Day Care
St Lukes Childcare Centre
Wellington Ward Child Care Centre
YMCA YWCA Headstart Nursery School
YMCA YWCA Metro Central Childcare
Nanny Goat Hill Headstart Nursery School

McNabb Community Centre & Arena
Jack Purcell Community Centre

1

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2

18 BUGS Communty Garden

capacity = 18 enrolment 18
capacity = 70 enrolment = 68 (for profit centre)
capacity = 77 enrolment = 77 (for-profit centre)
capacity = 40 enrolment = 38 (for profit centre)
capacity = 37 enrolment =35
capacity = 47 enrolment = 47
capacity = 45 enrolment = 43
Closed
capacity = 148 enrolment = 142
16 in morning and 16 in afternoon enrolment = full

Appendix v
Position Paper: Centretown Heritage Conservation
District & Mid-Centretown CDP

FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
October 12th, 2010
Position Paper:
Centretown Heritage Conservation District & Mid-Centretown CDP
Presented below is a position piece on the current issues and future opportunities for
the Centretown Heritage Conservation District (CHCD) and the supporting Citywide Heritage Overlay (Section 60). This memo outlines Urban Strategies and ERA’s
position with regard to the CHCD’s and Overlay’s effectiveness as planning tools for
protecting heritage assets in Centretown. This memo also presents a series of issues
and corresponding recommendations for how we believe these tools can be
improved.
As you know ERA has been working with Urban Strategies on the Mid-Centretown
Study. As part of our work, we have reviewed the current policy documents for the
area, undertaken a site visit(s), and attended a public meeting in June 2010. What
we believe, and what we heard at the public meeting, was strong support for
heritage. However, there was also concern that the existing Heritage Conservation
District did not accurately reflect the character of the area and was therefore not
fully able to address issues of design raised by current development applications. It
is important not to position redevelopment in opposition of heritage preservation.
We feel in fact that the mature build-out of Centretown has not yet happened and
that a key insight of the Community Design Plan will be that the heritage character of
the area can be strengthened and reinforced by appropriate infill.
It is our recommendation that the existing District Plan be augmented with additional
information to help it function as a more robust planning tool and to bring it in line
with the emerging vision for the Mid-Centretown Community Design Plan area. As
part of this, the CHCD should provide a revision to the character description of the
area to be more consistent with what is on the ground today as well as provide a
clear statement on future form and heritage character for specific locations within
Centretown (the core heritage ‘cluster’). This update will be necessary to ensure
that there are not conflicting municipal directives and policy positions for this
portion of Centretown.
Presented below are a series of issues that have been identified with the existing
Centretown Heritage Conservation District Study. We believe many, if not all of these
issues can be addressed as part of the process for preparing an augmented CHCD.

Issue #1
The description presented in the 1997 CHCD is no longer an accurate
representation of the district’s contemporary uses in 2010 and should be updated
to reflect current conditions.
This is particularly the case when the CHCD refers to the Mid Centretown area as
being comprised of predominantly ‘heritage residential’ built form of ’low to
medium residential scale’ constructed between 1880s and 1930s. The CHCD study
saw the area as residential with commercial and mixed use only the Bank Street
corridor.
“…commercial use has expanded in times of intense economic activity to the
Elgin, Somerset and Gladstone corridors, …this commercial use may shrink, and
it would be entirely consistent with historic precedent to see these properties
return to residential or mixed use occupancies.”
In reality, over the past 15 years Centretown has undergone significant change.
Today, the present uses and character of the district are quite diverse. While the
heritage resources of the area clearly are evident, Mid-Centretown, as an important
downtown neighbourhood in a major Canadian city, is noteworthy for its unusual
number of parking lots and blocks that lack an intact built form. While the District
Plan intended to reinforce the existing heritage residential scale of the area it did not
anticipate that non-residential uses would continue to grow within the area nor did it
anticipate the level of growth that the City of Ottawa is now experiencing.
The existing District Study was a valuable document when prepared but it needs to
be revised to help provide guidance on current planning issues. The current
discrepancy between the description provided in the CHCD and the actual current
conditions make the CHCD difficult to defend at the OMB. This results in the CHCD
frequently being disregarded in the decision-making process at the OMB,
weakening its utility as a planning control tool.
Recommendation
A District Plan should clearly define the current character of the district. This
character definition should be done on a street-by-street basis that will allow for a
more fine-grained analysis of the area’s heritage and built form. This street-by-street
approach would allow for the identification of specific intact groupings of heritage
buildings and it could allow for infill developments based on their relationship to
their immediate context and character of the street they are located within.
Potentially, this character analysis could be done for:
•

north south streets needing a reinforced street wall while retaining existing
buildings.

•
•

east west streets which have blocks where there is little heritage there to
protect - what level of development is appropriate?
east west streets that have heritage clusters - little development needed

A more accurate description of the area could be provided by describing the
character of specific streets and blocks in three parts:
•
•
•

a heritage description (what it had been),
a current condition (whether it is intact or not), and
an urban design vision (how should it development to support the City's goals
for the area).

In defining both context and character the municipality could consider not only the
existing heritage character but also the ambitions and vision for how the streets
might best evolve in the future. Place-specific/cluster-specific policies and
guidelines should be crafted to protect the core heritage assets in Centretown
(streets, sites, buildings). Other guidelines, more specific to urban design
ambitions than heritage conservation, should be used in blocks having less
significant resources.
Issue #2
The character description of Centretown identified in CHCD is not an accurate
representation of the Centretown’s heritage resources. By treating the substantial
quantity of post 1930s built fabric as anomalies that do not contribute to the heritage
character of the place, the CHCD ends up by providing a particular but limited view
of the District.
Recommendation
In the preparation of a District Plan it will be important to review the current
category listings of the heritage properties. It may be appropriate to consider some
more recent buildings for their contribution to the area, such as Schoeler and
Heaton’s landmark building, the Public Service Alliance of Canada building on
Gilmour and to understand their contribution to the evolving history of MidCentretown. It would be important to identify where there are significant intact
groupings of pre-1930s buildings and areas where fewer of those buildings remain.
Issue #3
The Heritage Overlay acts as a disincentive to investment in many areas in
Centretown that need investment most. Furthermore, the Heritage Overlay creates

zoning conflicts with the City’s underlying zoning, creating an additional layer of
complexity and contradiction that make the overlay difficult to defend at the OMB.
Generally, the Heritage Overlay is an excellent control for heritage districts where
the scale of the built form is intact and uniform and needs to be protected. But
applied to some locations in Mid-Centretown - for example Gladstone Avenue that
has an abundance of garages, parking lots and gas stations - the Heritage Overlay
can be seen as a disincentive to actual improvements within the District. At present,
many sites in the Centretown Conservation District are subject to the restrictions of
the Overlay in the absence of significant heritage value.
Recommendation
Accordingly in the District Plan it would be appropriate to propose limits to the
application of the Heritage Overlay, again on a street-by-street basis. Where intact,
uniform groupings of heritage buildings are located, the Heritage Overlay should
remain. Where there is considerable variation in built form, particularly in the
relation to empty lots and properties facing empty lots, the Heritage Overlay should
be removed.

It would be good to see how we may best implement this approach to heritage in the
Community Design Plan and we would look forward to discussing this with you at a
future meeting.
Yours truly,

_________________
Michael McClelland OAA FRAIC CAPH
Principal
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197 Spadina Avenue, Suite 600
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tel 416 340 9004 ext.
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@urbanstrategies.com

Centretown
Ontario Municipal Board
Review of Board Decisions
Draft:
For Discussion Purposes Only
September 16th, 2010

DRAFT: FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY
Ontario Municipal Board Decision Review: Mid-Centretown 2001-2010
As part of the Mid-Centretown Community Design Plan project process and to gain insight into the
track record of Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) decisions, Urban Strategies undertook a review of
hearing decisions in Mid-Centretown over the past decade. Included in our review was a broad
variety of development proposals brought before the OMB for resolution in sites across the MidCentretown Community Design Plan Study Area as well as the adjacent context.
In total, 25 decision documents were reviewed. Issues taken to the Board covered a wide range of
issues, including rezoning (height and density) and minor variances (setbacks, parking, lot width,
projections, amongst others). A detailed summary of each case was prepared and are attached to
this memo. Of the 25 cases reviewed, 19 cases were approved by the Municipal Board, 2 cases are
in progress, 1 case is unresolved / unknown and 2 cases were refused. In summary, cases
approved by the OMB represent 90% of all decided cases. Less than 10% of cases brought before
the Board are refused.
It should be noted that this although the Municipal Board supported only 10% of appeals, this does
not necessarily mean that the City of Ottawa lost 90% of cases, as not all cases were brought
against the City. In many cases, the City did not appear, appeared under subpoena by the
developer, or, were in some cases in agreement with the developer (subject to modifications of
proposals). Nevertheless, this low level of refusal does indicate that the existing regulatory
framework provides an inconsistent message and is open to interpretation by many interests.
The reasons for the high degree of approval for development applications in the Mid-Centretown
area is a mix between a lack of clarity on planning directions, existing precedent and a fundamental
divergence of opinion on the appropriateness of urban intensification in this location. Although
justification for approval is varied, reasons can be summarised as follows:
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•

The Municipal Board generally supports the concept of residential intensification in this urban
neighbourhood (Centretown and Mid-Centretown).

•

The City of Ottawa (The City) has already supported and approved tall buildings in this area, so
the precedent for ‘appropriateness’ has already been set.

•

The City has acknowledged that those locations identified as “High Profile” in the Official Plan
may actually be under-zoned and could support greater height and density.

•

The City does not present a consistent message articulating its concern with height limits limits
through its regulatory policy documents – 10 storeys vs. 12 storeys vs. 16 storeys – there is not
a unified view of how tall is too tall.

•

City has limited ability to visually demonstrate potential impacts of proposals on the
neighbourhood (with respect to urban form context - particularly related to height and density –
part of which is due to a lack of clarity on urban design needs and objectives) which results in a
weaker case at the OMB.

•

The lack of a unified view on the form and function of Centretown between allies (in particular
height, density, use and heritage) results in difference of opinion:
-

3

Height & Density: When perspectives between City Planning and the Design Review Panel
conflict while giving evidence, a unified case against height and density is undermined.
Heritage: When perspectives between The Ottawa Built Heritage Advisory Committee
(formerly LACAC) and City Planning conflict while giving evidence, the case for heritage
preservation and/or appropriate contextual development is undermined.

•

The Ottawa Built Heritage Advisory Committee has on occasion provided opinions that are beyond
their remit and that are contradictory to their City allies (which can be detrimental to the City’s
testimony and the presentation of a unified case).

•

The City’s action of arbitrarily ‘lifting’ the Heritage Overlay discredits its validity as a planning
tool. The City should be consistent in the use of the heritage overlay. Arbitrarily lifting the
overlay erodes its credibility.

•

The City’s actions of lifting the Heritage Overlay could suggest that the Overlay does not
have to be applied universally across the HCD to achieve good planning.
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OMB #

Permitted

Permitted See below

See below

Permitted

See below

Decision

In addition to the previous appeal (July 21, 2008), the permission to construct under the Ontario Heritage

•

•

•
•

•

Ashcroft has a private appeal from the refusal to approve a 9 storey seniors building. Ashcroft, Schioler
and Gladstone then appealed the City rezoning of the subject property at 7 storeys. Lastly, Ashcroft
appealed refusal of the demolition of part of the current structure
The earlier Board decision allowed the zoning and Heritage Act appeals in part and required the
modification of plans before the Board
There was now general agreement on the design modifications
The Heritage Impact Statement is updated by reference to the new architectural drawings before the
Board. The evidence is that the development has been improved and is now in the form of buildings that
the architect and planner testify will be a design fit with the heritage buildings on the surrounding streets
in particular Lewis Street and Centretown
The Board is satisfied with the revised plans and amended site plan conditions and allows the Heritage
Act appeal for the wing demolition and alteration of 330 Gilmour

Within the Boundary
The Claridge property currently has no height restrictions
Mr. Marc confirmed the site is within a high profile area under the Centretown Plan, but not the Heritage
District
The proposal has been revised to a 16-storey residential building (from 18)
Council’s refusal of the application was based on an “ongoing planning study” and suggested that
approval for this site was premature. However, the City did not pass an interim control By-law (“ICB”) to
prohibit development while the study was being completed
Ted Fobert (expert land use planner) stated that the subject property falls within the residential “high
profile” area of the Centretown Secondary Plan, which includes buildings that are 10 or more storeys in
height
In addition to many meetings with City Staff, Claridge representatives also met with a Design Review
Panel, and incorporated many of the recommendations provided by the Panel. Mr. Hardie (architect)
explained that through the sculpting and tapering at the top of the building, that height alone should not
be viewed as a deterrent to the proposal
There are recently constructed buildings of some 15 to 17 storeys and an approved site of another
Claridge development which is proposed to be 24 and 27 storeys. Like the subject property, both of
these developments are in the high profile designation under the City’s Secondary Plan for Centretown
and both are located south Gloucester. If the City’s primary concern were buildings beyond 12-storeys in
the Centretown area, that has already occurred
Mr. Smits appeared under summons. He stated that the Design Review Panel was satisfied for the most
part. Their reservation dealt with the entrance podium and not the height of the building
The City had at its discretion, the ability to use an ICB and chose not to do so. Therefore, the Board will
not hold-up this proposal pending the completion of the Mid-Centre Plan
The argument that proceeding with this development will somehow prejudice the Mid-Centre Plan cannot
be seen as reasonable for two reasons: firstly, other developments greater than 12-storeys have already
been built or approved (some with the support of the City) and secondly, in reviewing the ToR for the
study, it is apparent that they contain the same framework against which the proposal has been
assessed
The appeal is allowed and the proposed draft zoning By-law is approved. Further, the appeal is allowed
and the Site Planes with amended conditions are approved and determined
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Act was requested, as well as the settlement of the site plan
Ashcroft has revisited it’s concept, reduced the number of unites and incorporated design provided by
the Design Review Committee and process; however, Ashcroft states it cannot accommodate all of the
necessary facilities associated with a seniors’ use in 7 storeys
The position of residents as appellants, party and participants is that they oppose the demolition of the
Beaux Arts structure and the more recent wing addition
The position of Ashcroft is that the Beaux Arts building will be renovated and retained but that they must
demolish the more recent wing to facilitate redevelopment of the site
The position of the Local Architectural Conservation Advisory Committee (LACAC) was to refuse the
application for demolition and new construction. The position of the Planning and Environment
Committee was to refuse the applications but to permit 7 storeys
The Beaux Arts building was evaluated as a Category “2”, under the Heritage Conservation District
Study, while the additions were in Category “4”. The study states that Category “4” buildings with respect
to demolition would not require a LACAC review
During the rezoning process on the subject property, the zoning in By-law 93-98 has been “General
Commercial Zone CG F (2.0)”. The zoning has provided for a “Heritage Overlay”. Any removal must
result in a replacement of like size and material. Ashcroft argues that the vacant portion could, however,
be developed on the basis of the “General Commercial” zoning
The City passed amending Zoning By-law 2008-13 in response to the application. The new zoning
permits 7 storeys with required stepping back. The Schedule to the By-law states that the Heritage
Overlay applies to the Beaux Arts structure and to the new 7 storey structure. The intent of the City is to
lift the Overlay permitting the 7 storeys and then to reinstate it. This By-law was appealed by Appellants
Ashcroft, Gladstone and Schioler and has not come into effect
Subsequently, the City passed the new Comprehensive Zoning By-law 2008-250. This zones the subject
property “General Mixed Use Zone”. The Overlay is similar in wording to that in Zoning By-law 93-98 in
part. The effect of the change in wording is to suggest the possibility of some trade off in zoning in order
to preserve the character of the heritage building
Ashcroft seeks a site-specific zoning amendment. The Ashcroft draft Zoning By-law proposes zoning
“R5B Exception H (25.5) F (3.7)”
The City, as Ashcroft was calling its case, announced that it had settled with Ashcroft. The height of the
new structure is to be further reduced from 25.5 to 22.8 metres. Since the residents did not agree with
Council intention of 21.8 metres, the hearing proceeded
Issues raised by residents in opposition include (but are not limited to):
o A resident states that it is bad planning for the City to depart from its own Heritage Overlay
provisions and permit the construction of a 7 storey structure, instead of the 4 storey building as
permitted by the Guidelines. The City, due to impact considerations of massing and height,
opposed previous higher iterations of this proposal. 7 storeys and now, a modification at 22.8
metres is considered by the Board as appropriate
o The Board finds that rezoning to 22.8 m through lifting the Heritage Overlay on the wing is
appropriate and in terms of the settlement, represents good planning in the spirit of the Zoning
By-law and the intention of the Heritage Overlay
The Board allows the Ashcroft appeal. The Ashcroft appeal together with the Gladstone and Schioler
appeals are dismissed as per repealed Zoning By-law 2008-13. The Heritage Act appeals of Ashcroft are
allowed but contingent on final site plans approval
Ashcroft and the City are required to revise the Cultural Impact Statement and Site Plans including
elevations. The site plans and conditions are to be reviewed with the other parties and then submitted to
the Board
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The Board directs the parties to provide the Board with written submissions on:
a) Whether the revised proposal should be considered by the Board; and
b) Whether the Applicant should be allowed to re-open his planning evidence
This application was to rezone a property zoned residential, with a vacant building, and to waive on-site
parking. The proposal was for conversion entirely to offices; but now the Applicant proposes a mix of
offices and residential uses
The building is one of what City planner Douglas James called “four sister buildings” on the City’s
Heritage Reference List. The subject category is listed in “Category 1”, as “worthy of designation”
The OP designates the neighbourhood as “General Urban Area”, targeted for both residential and nonresidential uses. However, another recurring theme in other planning documents is for the underlying
residential character of Centretown
The other properties among the “four sisters” are mixed-use, with ground-floor commercial uses, and
usually dwellings above. None of them now have offices
The City is concerned about the possible erosion of the neighbourhood’s residential character (“office
creep” argument)
Kent Street is now designated as an arterial road in the City’s Official Plan (OP). The OP also treats Kent
Street as a defining edge for Centretown
Parking is an issue as the subject property has no on-site parking or loading area;
a) The City’s planning documents allow cash-in-lieu arrangements
b) The City exempts buildings, designated under the OHA, from its parking requirements. This
proposal made no mention of any such prospective designation
The Board has not yet been asked to rule on the merits of the proposal (in its original version, or as
revised). For now, the only question before the Board is the procedural one of what to do next
Matters might have been different if there had been (i) an indication of actual prejudice to the City’s
position, or (b) any short comings in the City’s ability to respond in full, to the Applicant’s evidence (even
if an adjournment becomes necessary, to reply to the unexpected), or (iii) any evidence of a colourable
stratagem for the Applicant to “split” his case. However, there was no serious suggestion of bad faith, let
alone evidence thereof
The Board confirms that the City will continue to have the full right to respond to the Applicant’s position
as revised
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The property is in the Centretown area, within a Heritage District
Property has located on it a 4-unit, 3.5-storey residential building, with parking on the eastern half.
The proposal and plans to build a 4-storey 4-unit addition received approval from the Local Architectural
Conservation Committee, Planning Committee and City Council under the Ontario Heritage Act
Other Planning Act approvals are necessary. Site Plan Approval of the Building is required and yet to be
applied for
Three variances were applied for:
a) To reduce the side yard requirement for the Heritage Overlay of the Zoning By-law
b) To increase the height requirement for the same heritage overlay
c) To reduce the zoning rear yard requirement
The Committee of Adjustment approved of the application for the three variances.
Three neighbours have appealed the Application and expressed in writing to the Committee of
Adjustment their concerns with loss of privacy and light
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The original application submitted by the Owners requested variances so as not to provide amenity area
for the two additional residential units and to permit a reduced driveway width
The Owners and the City have reached an agreement that Owners will provide cash-in-lieu of the
parking space
The change that has caused the most concern for all of the tenants is the removal of the storage lockers
from the basement area
A storage locker does not constitute amenity space as defined in the Zoning By-law and therefore the
loss of the storage locker will not result in any adverse impacts from a land use planning perspective

In 2006, the Federal government issued an RFP, inviting bids from competing cities and calling for
private sector participation for a future National Portrait Gallery. Claridge Homes Inc (the Applicant) was
already preparing a rezoning application for a proposed complex in Centretown when it agreed to merge
the Gallery concept with its proposed complex
The City fast-tracked the resulting application and Council adopted By-law 2008-146, setting out two
scenarios; one if the proposal won the bid for the Gallery, the other if it did not
The Applicant considered the By-law height and setback too restrictive under both scenarios. It also
considered the proposed uses too restrictive in the non-gallery scenario
The Federal Government later refused all bids, cancelling plans for the Gallery
At the hearing, the Applicant it dropped its proposal for any new uses, and instead suggested that the
By-law should allow both the collection of non-residential uses foreseen in old By-law 93-98, and the
public/cultural uses foreseen in the new site-specific By-law 2008-146
Regarding density, it was clear that even if there had never been a Gallery proposal, City planning staff
would have supported some upzoning there anyway. Mr. Smit (the City Planner) said the “ribbon” along
the northern edge of Centretown provided “opportunities for redevelopment and intensification... I always
felt that the FSI of 3.0 could be increased”
There was no evidence that the towers would even be visible from most of the Heritage District
The City of Ottawa Act refers to a Design Review Panel, that, upon review, called the project a
“landmark” which was “compatible with existing adjacent structures”
The appeal is allowed in part, summarized as follows:
o The City objected that the Applicant’s project did not represent enough “transition” with
Centretown, based on the City’s aesthetic theory (called “cascading condition”). The City could
show neither how its scenarios could be viewed from any actual vantage points in the area, nor
how the Applicant’s “transition” would look visibly inferior. The Board finds no fault with the
Applicant’s proposed height
o The Board finds no fault with the City’s Metcalfe Street setback. It is visibly consistent with the
character and sky views of Centretown, whereas the Applicant’s scenario would be more
consistent with the Central Area, of which the site does not form a part
o The Board was not shown why the previously permitted commercial uses (for the ground floor
and basement) were removed. For that reason, they are largely reinstated. Conversely, the
Board was not shown that the City had proper occasion to study their extension to the second
floor; that extension is not approved at this time
The Board is prepared to proceed to the disposition below:
o The appeal of the applicant against By-law 2008-146 is allowed in part:
a) As previously stated by the Board, to add “museum” to permitted uses
b) Revision of By-law 2008-146: to change the provisions for height from 24 and 20
storeys for the two towers, to 27 storeys; and to add to the list of uses all the uses
allowed under Except 172 of the previous Bylaw 93-98 except for “fast food”
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The Appellant seeks to expand his restaurant into part of the second floor
A cash-in-lieu of parking application for required additional parking will be made to the City
Both Grant Lindsay, a former City of Ottawa senior planner, and Erin Topping, a current city planner with
responsibility for Committee of Adjustment Applications, were supportive of the Appeal based upon the
planning policy context of the Appeal
The Committee of Adjustment Decision sets out in its Denial the following reasons:
1. The Application is not in keeping with the zoning which limits accessory commercial uses to the
ground floor
2. The reduction in the residential units from two to one will permit the restaurant to be the

Epcon applied to the Committee of Adjustment to construct a 4 storey residential building:
a) Minor variance to the Heritage Overlay
b) Minor variance to permit a reduced lot width and lot area
The former City heritage planner and now Committee of Adjustment planner, Carol Ruddy, testified as to
the planning merits of the proposal
The local Architectural Conservation Advisory Committee, the Planning and Environment Committee and
City Council have given their approvals to this proposal under the Ontario Heritage Act
There is a heritage overlay that requires any new structure mirror as far as possible the former structure.
The new structure meets the intent of the heritage overlay in the testimony of the applicant’s planner,
Murray Chown, and statement of heritage buff David Gladstone
Through the Heritage Act considerations and the settlement conditions the Board finds the 3 variances to
result in an appropriate and desirable form of development. The Board will impose the 5 conditions
agreed to by the Parties
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•
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•

An application was made to the Committee of Adjustment on July 10, 2002 for the authorization of a
variance to permit 100% of the building to be used as a rooming house
The appeal is made by Byron Holland: his general concerns are that the proposed 29 rooms is too high a
density for the area
The policies in the Centretown Secondary Plan provide that the population of Centretown may increase
by approximately 50%
The proposed development is desirable for the appropriate development and use of the building as it is
located adjacent to an arterial roadway in a transitional area

There is an existing one storey commercial building containing two restaurant tenants, the Second Cup
and Gusto Bistro
The property is presently subject to zoning designation CN F(2.0) H(18.3) under Zoning By-law 1998 and
four variances were requested.
a) To permit parking in the front yard (Elgin Street) whereas under the Heritage Overlay
Provisions, “a parking lot is prohibited in a front yard and in a corner side yard in an area to
which a Heritage Overlay applies”
b) To permit a 0 metre setback for the proposed parking area and no landscaped area along Elgin
Street
c) To permit two parking spaces to have obstructed access
d) To permit the outdoor patio at the northwest and southwest corners of the Property to be
located a shorter distance than required from the boundary of the “R” (residential) zone
A settlement had been reached on variance (a) and variance (b) which included an agreed-upon
landscaping plan. There was no settlement on requested variances (c) and (d)
The Board is satisfied that with proposed mitigation considerations designed specifically to respond to
issues of noise that no unacceptable adverse impact will arise from the proposed patio location
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predominant use of the property; and
The Applicant did not provide evidence of similar second floor commercial developments and
this Application would result in an inappropriate precedent
The Committee reasoned that the four tests were not met. With respect, the Board disagrees
The site specific zoning specifically permits a restaurant to the ground floor or basement of a residential
use building. The language in the exception is to additional permitted uses (not accessory uses). The
Board prefers the interpretation of the two planners testifying
The Board notes that the building on the subject property is to be preserved with internal modifications
only. The subject property is on the City of Ottawa’s Heritage Reference list and this Application was
forwarded to the Ottawa Local Architectural and Conservation Advisory Committee for review, which
elicited no comment
To assure compatibility in impact, the Board will impose a condition that the Appellant has agreed to:
The Appellant and successors in title shall provide for garbage collection twice weekly in the yearly
period from April 1 to October 30 of each year

(Oct. 18: the Board Orders that the date for the hearing will not be adjourned)
The proposed development involved the construction of one 15-storey and one 17-storey tower with 50%
open space
The variances requested:
1. To permit the deletion of a passenger drop-off space and a loading space
2. To permit an increase in building height
3. To reduce the side yard
Mr. John Smit, a qualified expert land use planner, gave evidence on behalf of the City of Ottawa. He
was of the opinion that the proposal maintains the development intensity permitted by the current zoning
to contribute to achieving the City’s intensification objectives and to support achieving a balance of
housing types in proximity to the downtown. The proposal is also in keeping with the neighbourhood
concept for Centretown and effectively serves to provide a transition in building heights as is intended in
the Centretown Secondary Plan
The intensity of the development is not being increased. However, shifting the allowed density by
increasing building heights to 15 and 17 storeys to provide for a significant open space
Mr. Smit set out that the loading and passenger drop off variances would allow for an enhanced interface
between the development and the public realm improving the pedestrian environment around the site
and eliminates a potential source of conflict between vehicular and pedestrian traffic. He also explained
that the City is looking to not carry forward loading and passenger drop off requirements in the new
proposed zoning by-law
The Board accepts the uncontradicted expert planning opinion evidence of the architect and planners.
The Board is also mindful that the appellant had not proffered any evidence to contradict what has been
proposed. Accordingly, the appeal is dismissed and the variances are authorized as applied for at the
Committee of Adjustment

The Appellant has appealed the approval by the City of an application for a Zoning By-law Amendment
to permit the construction of a six to nine storey residential/commercial building. He is concerned about
the potential impact of the proposed building on his properties
The Appellant brought forward a Motion to Adjourn due to the ill health of his counsel
The Motion to Adjourn is dismissed
The hearing commenced and the discussions were occurring about outstanding issues
An understanding was reached among the parties and Appellant was withdrawing the appeal

3.
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West of the Boundary

The only issue for the City is the manner in which parking should be accommodated
The appellants seek to sever their property, creating two lots. A triplex is proposed for the new parcel,
with the existing home in its present form. For the existing property, the variances are:
o Reduce lot width, rear yard, and east yard
o Permit the eaves of the existing house to project
o To permit front yard parking
Requested variances for the proposed property are:
o The Heritage Overlay stipulates that the provisions of the underlying zone apply to a lot that
was vacant prior to April 19, 1978 where a building is removed or destroyed. Since the vacant
lot for the proposed triplex is being created at this time, a minor variance is required to change
the effective date
o Reduce driveway width and lot width and area
The City does not support a variance that would allow for front yard parking, however it does support the
alternative proposal to provide off-site parking at the newly created lot
The appellants have proposed two different solutions to address the requirement to provide parking at
the existing lot. The first proposal is for a variance from the By-law to permit front yard parking, a solution
which is not supported by the City but preferred by the appellants. The second proposal is to provide offsite parking at the new site, which is acceptable to the City and preferred by some area residents. A
variance for off-site parking was suggested by the appellants as a solution to this issue, however it is not
their preferred solution
The City’s planner explained that in his view front yard parking required more than a variance. His
opinion was that the City’s process requires an amendment to the By-law and while the evidence
suggests that there is considerable front yard parking on Gilmour St., much of it is done on an illegal
basis. The City allows for permit parking on the street and has a long standing policy which discourages
front yard parking in the downtown core

The Applicant is part owner of a lot in an older neighbourhood of the City. On the lot is a pair of semidetached dwellings and a rear addition containing an apartment unit
Although the property is on the very edge of a residential zone, its zoning is Mixed Use, so the
longstanding all-residential character makes it a legal non-conforming use
The Applicant proposes a severance. No variances were involved. His drafted application for severance
produced an irregular configuration for parking, right-of-way, and lot layout. City planning staff did not
object; irregular patterns sometimes occur in that neighbourhood
The Committee of Adjustment had concerns with (a) the irregular-shaped parcels, (b) the complicated
right-of-way, and (c) the fact that the property had a non-conforming use
Prior to the hearing, the Applicant consulted a planning firm, which helped produce a revised proposal.
The configuration was simplified, both in terms of lot layout and right-of-way
The Applicant’s planner explained that these changes not only met COA concerns about more normal lot
layout and right-of-way, but also produced intrinsically better arrangements for vehicle “navigability” on
site. He did not believe that the COA’s third concern about the non-conforming residential use was
germane
The City’s planner on file had no objection to the original proposal, but found the revised proposal better.
She also agreed that the concern about the non-conforming residential use was not germane
The appeal is allowed and the provisional consent is to be given subject to the following Condition: that
the Applicant provides proof, to the satisfaction of the Development Review – Urban Services Branch
that each parcel has its own independent storm (if applicable), sanitary and water services connected
directly to City Infrastructure
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The owners of the property applied to the Committee of Adjustment for the following variances to permit
a new 4-storey, 9 unit Planned Unit Development apartment building on the south side of an existing 3storey, 9 unit building:
o To reduce the rear yard setback, easterly side yard and corner side yard
o To reduce the minimum parking space width
o To reduce the landscape buffer strip in a yard abutting a street
o To reduce the lot area and the separation distance between the buildings
Counsels on behalf of all parties have reached a settlement based upon modified plans and variances

Hurolac has a 20 year lease with Hydro (starting September 1995) for a portion of the Hydro Lands for
the purpose of parking motor vehicles
•
Prior to September 2002, Hurolac owned a semi-detached residence that is located immediately south of
Hurolac Lands. At this date, the appellant purchased the land
•
On October 26, 2006, the Appellant sent a letter to the president of Hurolac, outlining specifically the use
of the Leased Lands for parking purposes. In his letter, the Appellant requested two parking spaces to be
used exclusively by him and his neighbour. Alternatively, the Appellant advised that he would file a
zoning complaint with the City to prohibit parking
Won
•
The Board finds the Appellant is not prepared with authentic planning reasons and cogent evidence for
(appeal
an appeal hearing. The Board finds that the main reason for the Appellant making a complaint to the City
dismissed)
and appealing the Committee’s decision is to try to get a parking space
•
Mr. Casagrande (counsel for the applicant) demonstrated that the zoning of the Hydro Lands adds
“Utility Installation” as a permitted use
•
The Board finds that the Appellant’s appeal is not based on genuine planning reasons. The appeal filed
with the Board by the Appellant to appeal the Committee’s decision to authorize the minor variances is
dismissed without holding a hearing
•
The Board also finds that the Appellant’s conduct is vexatious and frivolous. The Board awards $500.00
in costs against the Appellant
East of the Boundary, West of the Rideau Canal

Permitted

Permitted

Dr. Cameron seeks to create a solarium where a front deck was located and to enclose his front porch.
Both fit into the former footprint with a slightly reduced floor area
Since the deck and porch were not enclosed they were permitted to encroach into the required front yard
pursuant to the Zoning By-law. With the enclosure of the former deck into a solarium, as well as a porch,
a minor variance is necessary to reduce the front yard setback
The City of Ottawa did not appear and no one testified in opposition. The Appellant in making the
enclosures is not obstructing views and has attempted to inform his neighbours of his plans
The Board will allow the appeals and authorize the variances. As a condition to both the Board requires
conformity to the satisfaction of the City of Ottawa Chief Building Official of construction with the plan
and endorsements on the plan

•
•

Based on the evidence and opinion of the planners, the Board finds that provisional consents to sever
the lot into two parcels shall be given, with conditions:
o The development, including the arrangements for parking, must be in substantial compliance
with the site plan and drawings appended as Attachment 2; and
o The right of way in favour of the existing lot for access to the underground parking garage at the
new lot is granted, together with a grant of easement for an exclusive right to park in one of the
3 spaces at the new lot

•
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The applicant/appellant has applied for two variances to permit an “as built” balcony and an “as built”
deck on the subject property:
o To permit the second floor balcony to project to the front lot line
o To permit the ground floor deck to project to the front lot line
Ms. Wretham, a qualified land use planner, stated without contradiction, that the general intent and
purpose of the Official Plan would be maintained with both of the proposed variances. The proposed
variances would have no impact on the neighbours or the streetscape
The City of Ottawa did not appear as a party before the Board
Mr Sayah, a planner for the City of Ottawa, testified under subpoena for the appellant and advised the
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The Applicant would like to subdivide his property into 2 separate parcels in order to construct 2 linked
detached 3-storey dwellings; one on each of the newly created parcels
In order to proceed, the Applicant requires a consent for severance and minor variances for reduced lot
sizes, reduced yard setbacks and reduced parking space dimensions
The Committee of Adjustment approved the Applicant’s minor variance and consent application subject
to the following condition: where no street tree exists, the Owner shall provide payment
The Appellant is an adjacent property owner
The City did not attend the hearing
Mr Chown (retained by the Applicant) testified that intensification and infill development is supported if it
is in a manner that compliments and enhances the desirable characteristics and ensures the long-term
viability of existing communities. He also testified that the proposed development would have minimal
adverse impact regarding shadow impact on adjacent properties, including the Appellant’s property
Mr. Smit, a senior planner with the City testified, under subpoena that the proposal was responsive to the
official planning documents
It is the opinion of Mr. Wright (the planner retained by the Appellant) that there is no need to remove the
existing dwelling and furthermore, it is his opinion that the proposed 3-storey dwelling is not sensitive to
the context and character of the neighbourhood
It was Mr. Wright’s opinion that the proposed development is not suited to accommodate family living
and thus contrary to the Centretown Plan, also that the proposed development ignores the significance
of amenity space in and around residential buildings
However, the Board notes that all neighbourhoods in Centretown will absorb some of the increase and
will accommodate both family and non-family households
Mr. Smit disagrees that the proposal does not have enough amenity spaces
Mr. Wright testified that the amended variances would result in the Applicant’s rear yard disappearing
completely. It is his opinion that this amended variance is not minor
Both Mr. Chown and Mr. Smit testified that a complete elimination of a rear yard does not mean that it
may not still be minor. The Board does not accept Mr. Wright’s argument
The Board authorizes a provisional consent, subject to conditions

and conditions
Both consulting planner Murray Chown and City planner, Christa Burgess recommended the revised
variances as good planning
These variances are now intended to be subject to10 conditions. Those conditions reflect discussions on
matters such as no balconies facing east, landscaping, fencing, access, garbage enclosure, the
reduction of units in the existing building and snow storage
The Board will allow the appeal and will authorize the amended variances subjected to the imposition of
the conditions set out
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Board that there were no objections to either one of the proposed variances
The Board finds that both variances maintain the general intent and purpose of the OP. The ground floor
deck is completely hidden from view by the solid fence which is permitted. A shortened deck behind the
wall would present a potential safety hazard. The balcony extends the outdoor amenity space in keeping
with other properties in the neighbourhood
East of the Boundary, East of the Rideau Canal
•
The appellants are the owner/operators of a restaurant and convenience store at this location and now
propose to construct a two-storey, two-unit residential addition
•
They require authorization of the following minor variances:
o To reduce the lot width, front yard, westerly side yard and lot area
•
Mr. Daigle presented a list of 5 property owners who are opposed to the proposed development. Their
concerns include inadequate parking facilities, increased noise and traffic, non-compliance with several
City of Ottawa Urban Design Guidelines, reduced sunlight onto abutting properties and inadequate
landscaping of the property
•
Mr. Casagrande, a professional planner appearing for the Appellant, said the development brings the
site more into conformity with the OP designation and supports the Sand Hill Secondary Plan policies
Permitted
regarding preserving the residential character
with
condition
•
After consultation with the City’s urban designer, who recommended only slight design alterations, the
appropriate changes have been made to the building design
•
The addition will be constructed such that the existing solid brick wall on the west side of the current
structure will be extended along the second and third storeys in order to eliminate privacy, overview and
noise impacts to the abutting property owned by Mr. Daigle
•
Ms Erin Topping is the municipal planner who reviewed the subject application. She testified that she
concurs with the planning evidence and professional opinion of Mr. Casagrande
•
The Board orders that the appeal is allowed and the variances are authorized, subject to the condition
that the building is constructed substantially in accordance with the design drawing submitted at the time
of the Board hearing
•

